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This report describes the theoretical development and application of an
mnalysis for predicting the major static and rotary stability derivatives for
a complete airplane. The analysis utilizes potential flow theory to compute
the surface flow fields and pressures on any configuration that can be syn-
thesized from arbitrary lifting bodies and nonplanar thick lifting panels.
The pressures are integrated to obtain section and total configuration loads
and momentsdue side slip, angle of attack, pitching motion, rolling motion,
yawing motion, and control surface deflection. Subcritical compressibility
is acco_mtedfor by meansof the Gothert similarity rule.
Within the scope of predicting the total configuration stability
derivatives it was necessary to study the problem of computing the spanwise
variation of potential form drag due to panel lift and thickness. Included
in appendix F is a solution to this problem. Also, in solving the potential
form drag problem the work of Woodwardand Wagnerwas thoroughly analyzed. A
complete derivation of Woodard's influence equations is given in appendix D




In order to develop a procedure for predicting total configuration
_,La,,1]lcy derivatives, the perturbation flow due to the vehicle had to be
represented by a grid of efficient aerodynamic finite elements general enough
to satisfy the bounda_5" conditions over tlie surfaces of diverse shapes and
_l_o produce the correct resu!tant forces and moments. The quadrilateral
vortex w_s selected to :_'d_resen_the perturbation velocity due to the bodies
because of its m_crical eff:_cicnc.¥_net force producing capability, limited
ra-_ge of influence, and re]at:ionship to the horseshoe vortex which has
demonstrated amazing acc_irac%rin predicting loads on wings of arbitrary shape.
The nonplanar thick ]ifting panels are divided into two sections, (i)
the outboard section which is defined by a locus of chord lines, and (2) the
root section which is a transition region from the outboard section to the
juncture of the panel and a body. If the panel is attached to another panel
•_here is no root section. The perturbation velocity due to panel lift is
_'epresented by quadrilateral vortices in the root section and skewed horse-
shoe vortices in the outboard section. The perturbation velocity due to
panel thickness is represented by a source lattice. The panel aerod)mamic
finite elements were selected because of their numerical efficiency and
proven accuracy in predicting flow fields over wings of general shape.
The panel singularities are placed on a mean surface instead of the
acttLal external surface of the panel to maintain computing efficiency. This
_,:ilisacrifice surface pressure accuracy at the juncture between two panels
or a panel and a body, but for this type of general analysis the savings in
computer time makes the compromise practical. Second order corrections to
account for the interference between lift and thickness and to account for
blunt leading edge airfoil sections are included.
The source and vortex lattice influence equations are formulated in
terrorsOf the same quantities, which allows the perturbation velocity due to
lift and thickness to be computed simultaneously and thereby save computing
effort. Also, due to the limited range of significant influence of the
quadrilateral vortex the influence of any quadrilateral vortex is only
¢o_uted at those points within a given area of influence. This can save
c_r_siderabie computing time in developing the aerodynamic influence martix.
Computer time is also saved by reducing the number of unknowns by
transfei%_ing the aerod?_namic influence matrix by constraint matrices. The
c_nstraint matrices constrain the bodY and panel vorticity, thereby reducing
the n_:_ber of unknowns from that of the number of vortex elements to the
n_v,ber of constraint f_mctions. This is an option in the program and can be
V
applied in just the longitudinal direction, lateral direction_ both directions
or not at all.
The pressures are integrated by numerical means and the panel section
drag is computed by means of the Kutta-Joukowsky theorem. The total























aerodynamic influence matrix components
body constraint function coefficient
panel constraint function coefficient
panel span
chord or aerodynamic coefficient
reference chord
chord line be_¢een (Xj, Yj, Zj)and (XR, YR' ZR)
trailing edge flap chord
leading edge flap chord
pressure coefficient
two dimensional influence matrix
unit vector tangent to control surface hinge line
body height
:: L:L
unit vectors in the x, y, and z directions, respectively
quadrilateral vortex strength
reference mach number
equivalent incompressible surface normal unit vector
vii
G1,GJ, G1
















equivalent incompressible surface normal unit vector
component matrices
actual surface normal unit vector component matrices




subarea centroid position vector components
body radius




source influence martix components
equivalent incompressible surface lingitudinal tangent
unit vector
equivalent incompressible surface longitudinal tangent
unit vector component matrices
equivalent incompressible surface lateral tangent unit
vector
equivalent incompressible surface lateral tangent unit
vector component matrices
panel surface lateral tangent unit vector
body aerodynamic constraint transformation matrix
viii
panel aerodynamic constraint transformation matrix
[TH] , [TM], ]
x y z












actual surface longitudinal tangent unit vector
component matrices
actual surface lateral tangent _it vector component
matrices
total velocity in x direction
tota] velocity in y direction
onset fl_¢ components
reference velocity





X_, Y_ Zjj- j_ points along intersection of panel root section and out-
board section
XR, Yk, ZR







points along intersection of panel root section and a
body,
center of gravity position vector components
trailing edge of leading edge control surface
leading edge of trailing edge control surface
hinge line location
body multiplication factor in y direction





















J I-M_ or angle of yaw




displacement of body cross-section in y direction
displacement of body cross-section in z direction
incremental vector tangent to constant percent chord
line
panel surface increment in y direction
panel surface increment in z direction
panel twist
fraction of lateral or circumferential distance
body polar coordinate
































trailing edge control surface or final
hinge line
a
summation index or induced
sun_mation index
root section and outboard panel juncture
s_m_nation index

























upper surface or number of longitudinal constraint
function
number of lateral constraint function
directions





The theory discussed in this report is capable of predicting the surface
prc_ssures and integrated ]oad:_ _ any configuration which can be synthesized
f_om lifting bodies rand thick lifting panels of arbitrary shape. These two
basic elements can be attached along longitudinal subpanel edges in order to
re]_re{ent complete airplane confiTurations of arbitrary shape.
Lifting Body. The arbitrary lifting body, as sho_n in figure I, can be
of: the solid or flow-through t>7_e. The body external surface is divided into a
grid, which represents the edges of the body subpanels. The body bound vortex
li_es are placed at the quarter chord point of the subpanels and the fixed
t_ailing vortex lines along the longitudinal edges of the subpanels. The
tr_iling vortex lines areshed from the aft end of the body and extend in the
X direction tO infinity unless the free wake option of the program is used, in
which case the locations of the trailing vortices aft of the body are deter-
mimed such that they are force-free. If the body is closed to a point at the
af_ end, all of the body trailing vortices aft of the body cancel and are,
therefore, neglected.
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Figure I.- Arbitrary lifting body. DRIGINAI_ PAGE IS
OF POOR QUALIT_
The body vortex strengths are assumed constant around closed paths defined
by the bound vortex lines of two subpanels, adjacent to each other in the longi-
tudinal direction, and that portion of the longitudinal edges of these adjacent
panels between the two bound vortex lines. The contribution from the vortex
loop, or quadrilateral vortex, is defined as positive when the Biot Savart line
integral is taken in the clockwise direction by an observer looking at the
external surfaces of the two subpanels. The body subpanels and quadrilateral
vortices are shown in figure I along with the location of the body control
points.
The body control points are located at the three-quarter chord of the body
subpanels. At these points the total flow is summed and forced to be a minimum
in the direction normal to the body surface. If the body vorticity is not con-
strained by functions with unknown coefficients, a control point is placed at
each 5ubpanel and a discrete solution for the unknown body vortex strengths is
obtained. If the body vorticity is constrained, control points are placed at
as many subpanels as is necessary to obtain a good representation of the body
shape and to insure that there is sufficient control of the constraint func-
tions. In this case the unknown coefficients of the constraint functions are
determined by the method of least squares.
The body subpanels are further subdivided in the lateral direction so that
the vortex grid is mapped to the body surface more accurately. This also
allows the use of only one quadrilateral vortex in the lateral direction for
the case of a body of revolution in a uniform flow at zero angle of attack. In
this case the two side edges of the subpanel are coincident, and therefore, the
fixed trailing vortices cancel leaving a longitudinal distribution of ring
vortices located at the quarter chord of each subpanel.
v
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Figure 2,- Body subpanel defined by points i, 4, 5, and 8 with
subdivision points 2, S, 6, and 7.
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'be coordinates ¢[ the body subpanel subdivisions, as shownin figure 2,
arc u_ed to compute __it vectors tangent to the body surface in both the longi-
t_,dJnal and lateral direction.q, _nit vectors normal to the body surface,
directed subareas to be used in the integration of the body surface pressures,
_d the centroids of the subareas to computemomentsabout the configuration
center of gravity.
T_heunit vector tangent to the equivalent incompressible body subpanel in
the longitudinal direction is given by,
fL
:= ±L EL 2
X7 - X2 + X 6 - X3
_(Y7 - Y2 + Y6 - Y3 )
_




The unit vector tangent to the equivalent incompressible body subpanel in
t5,e !ateral direction is given by,





(Y3 Y2 + Y6 - Y7 ) (7) /
#(Z 3 Z2 + Z6 - Z7)
(s)











EThe directed sutarea_ for the middle lateral subdivision for the actual
body are given by;
=
aAx= !2 [!vG-Yz){z3-z7) {z6-zz) %%)]
71 7 _ 777Z " : : 7-- : : :t ii f_:LTil "
: 1 r (X3_X7) _Z2 ) _Z7 ) (X6_X2)]a&r = 7 [ (z6 (z3
_- L _ iii 21Z: 7 2 = * -- --= --_"




} , : = i =- 7: .....
__ The components of the position vector to "the :Centroid of this subdivision
are given by,
:: 1








J 121 ::_ : _ :
1
= 7 (Z2 + Z3 + Z6 + Z73 (18)
= _ :7
_>_].ogous directed subarea and centroidal position vector expressions are
obtMfeH_0r the other lateral subdivisions.
: The body description is defined independent of the subpanel grid and can be
_77=:_!:_±_nD_:_{o{he program in a number of different ways. Both cartesian and polar
:__a_s: ¢_Be=used to describe the body cross-sections at a set of chord
Stat_0nS. After the basic cross-sections have been described they can be
s_i_and then translated in planes perpendicular to the body chord or mean




of an arbitrary body with a minimt_n of input data to obtain a preliminary
estimate of the loads on the body. It also facilitates in inputting the exact
shape of some bodies which can be represented by longitudinal segments, over
which the cross-sections are mathematically similar. The actual arbitrary
shape can be input directly without the use of the scaling and translation
options if it is more convenient.
If polar coordinates are used to describe the body cross-sections, the
lateral location of body subpanel side edges or fixed trailing vortex lines
are also given in terms of angles measured from the local section ZB axis, in
a plane parallel to the O'B-ZR) plane, at an independent set of chordwise sta-
tions. These subpanel lateral edges are either specified at a given set of
angles or defined to be at equally spaced angle locations. The subpanel longi-
tudinal edges are specified at given XB stations, evenly spaced in terms of
XB, or evenly spaced in terms of #B, where _B = c°s-I (I - 2 XB/CB).
The following procedure is used to determine the coordinates XBE ,
(YBE -AYBE)/(YBM), (ZBE -._ZBE)/(ZBM) of the subpanel corners.
I. RBi versus 8Bi is input at XBi.
2. eBE (subpanel lateral edge location) versus XB8 is given as input
/
3. Interpolation on eB__versus XB 8-is done to obtain 8BE versus XBE
(subpanel longitudinal edge location) and XBi.
4. Interpolation on RB i versus eBi is done at each XBi to obtain RB
versus XBi at each @BE
5. Interpolation on RB versus XBi is done to obtain RBE versus XBE at
each 0BE.
6. XBE , CYBE- ZIYBE)/_BM) , (ZBE- AZBE)/(ZBM ) are computed from )(BE , RBE ,
and eh.
If the subpanels are subdivided the coordinates for the corners of these sub-
division are computed using the sane procedure. There is always an odd number
of subdivisions in both the longitudinal and lateral directions.
6
if cartesian coordinates are 1:sedto describe the body cross-sections,
the lateral location of the subpane] side edges are defined by the percent
circ_J_r£erential__ length _i_.= SFF/SI%IAAE' : at independent chor&_ise stations.
Tables of (YBi-AYBi)/YI_,I ,rod (.:Bi-AZBi)/ZBM versus percent circumferential
length _Bi = SBi/SB_{:\Xia_v de;/clopec]at the input longitudinal stations XBi.
qhe sane procedure that ,,..:_u._ed to obtain XBE, (YBE- AYBE)/YBM, and
(ZBE- AZBE)/ZB_.Iwhe_ the body was defined by polar coordinates is also used
for th_s case, except that P,Bi is rep']aced by (YBi- AYBi)/Y_I and
(,.Bi_- AZBi)/ZBM , and _Bi is repYaced by _Bi = SBi/SB_[AXI". Also, step 6
i_ um_ecessary. The procedure is cycled through twice, first for
(Y_.- AY ) and then for AZBE)/ZBME BE /YBM (ZBE- "
After XBE, (YBE- AYBE)/Y]_ $, and (ZBE- AZBE)/ZB M have been computed, YBE
_ determined by multiplying (YBETYBM)/YBM by the multiplication factor YBM
m_d then adding the translation increment AYBE. ZBE is determined by
multiplying (ZBE- _ZBE)/ZB_ i by the multiplication factor ZBM and then adding
the translation increment AZBE.
Thick lifting panel. The thick lifting panel, as shown in figure 3, can
be warped in any manner laterally, have an arbitrary distribution of chord
length, thickness, twist, and camber. It can be used to represent a wing,
c_nard, fin, pylon, horizontal or vertical tail, or be wrapped around to rep-
resent-a flow-throug-h nacelle. Thepanels can be attached to other panels,
s_]_J_-asin the case of a p#lon 0n-_--wing, _or atfaCl_&d-to bodies. The panels
can have plain leading or trailing edge flaps, ailerons, rudders, or elevators.
These control surfaces can be of the full or partial span type and their hinge
{ines are not restricted to constant percent chord lines.
The panel is divided into two sections; (I) the outboard section where
the subpanel longitudinal edges are assumed to be straight lines in the X
_zrection, and (2) the root section which is a transition region from the
--- Outboard section to the intersection of the panel and a body. The line of
i_tersedt_on between the panel and aBody does not have to be a-stra_ig_t
l_ne. Therefore the subpanel longitudinal edge lines will change in shape
i_rom that of the line of intersection at the side of the body to a straight
line in the X direction at the outboard section. If the panel is not













Figure 3.- Thick lifting panel.
The root section and outboard section can have any distribution of sub-
panel lengths and widths. The subpanel lateral edges are specified as a
list of percent chord stations, evenly spaced in terms of percent chord, or
evenly spaced in terms of #, where
= I 1 2 LE
L
] The subpanel side edges are specified as a list of percent of surface
i
; semi-span 7, evenly spaced in terms of percent of surface semi-span, or




The percent of surface semi-span _ is defined as the percent of length
of the line projected into the (y-Z) plane by the pane] leading edge. A
constant _ line is in general curved in the root section. In the outboard
section, lines of constm]t _ ale straight and in the X direction. The curved
C0i_tmit _ lines ass0ciated wit]i tlm longitudinal edges of subpanels in the
root section are computed such that the sweep of the leading and trailing edges
olt-_ihesubpaneis vary linearly from that of the sweep of the panel at the lead-
ing edge to that of the sweep of the panel at the trailing edge. Also, the
corner points of the subpanels are equally spaced in the lateral direction
along lines of constant percent chord. The chord at a lateral station in the
ro0t section is the length of the curved constant _ line at that station[
If the lateral distance along a constant percent chord line between two corner
points is defined by IA-S(, the unit vector tangent to the leading or trail-











and Kj equals the numberof subpanels in the lateral direction in the root
section.
Cs = (xj-xR)[ ÷ % YR)y ÷ (Zj-ZR)_ (21)
where (XR, YR, ZR) and (Xj, Yj, Zj) are the points on the curved constant per-
cent chord line at the line of intersection of the panel and the body and at
the juncture of the root and outboard sections, respectively. The equally
spaced comer points along a constant percent chord line are then computed by
K=K_
K-I K
where K_ is the number of subpanels, in the lateral direction, the constant
W line is located from the line of intersection of the panel and the body.
Since constant _ lines in the outboard section are straight and in the X
direction the subpanel corner points are defined directly from the input list
of subpanel edge locations in terms of percent of chord and lateral W station.
The coordinates of the leading edge point (XL.E., YL.E., ZL.E.) K associ-
ated with a constant _K line are obtained from the panel perimeter descrip-
tion by converting the I_ading edge input points to tables of XL E i versus
, YL.E.i versus _? , and ZL.E i versus _ , and then interpolating in these
tables to determine the leading edge coordinates at a desired lateral _ K sta-
tion. Unit vectors tangent and normal to the panel at any _ K station can
alsb be determined from these tables by evaluating the AYL.E. V and A ZL.E.
about the lateral station WK. The unit vectors are then defined by; K





A_'ith.... the cooraJnates of the subpanelcorner_poines_kn6wn,_the coordinates
_ and swee_ Of the vortex and source lattices used to represen-t_-i}iepe-rturbation
ve!_c!t_es due to !!£t and thickness, respectzvely, can be defxned. The bound
vorte x lines and control points are placed at the quarter and three-quarter
chord points of the subpanels, respectively. The fixed trailing vortices are
plCaced along the subpanel side edges. In the root Section the vortex lattice
iS a quadrilateral system, where as, in the outboard section the vortex lattice
is a Skewed horseshoe system. The skewed -source lines are placed at both the
quarter _d three-quarter_chordpoints of the_subpanels.
The section geometry is input in terms of a percent thickness, percent
_;_er, and twist, g_ere the percent thickness and camber are based on the
local chord and measured in the Np K ^direction. Twist is defined in the
plane described by the unit vectors I and _K" The X component of the
unit _ector normal to the section mean camber line and in the plane defined
5)_z_ _d _PK is then given by;
dZc )
- ÷ ¢ ÷ tan6 (2s)
where ZC is the perpendicular distance between the section chord line and
the mean camber line, _ is the angle of twist, and 6 the deflection of any
_i ii_c_itrol surface._: All three of these quantities are functions of both percent
_ _hzrd mqd_n _. The thickness is defined in the same manner as camber.
........_The trailing vortices aft of the trailing edge of the outboard section
are {tra_ght ]ines in the_X direction going off to infinity. The trailing
vortices aft of the trailing edge of the root section lie along curved con-
St_ _=_!ines to the end of the body and then go off to infinity in the X
idii_ectlbn. These curved constant _ lines are determined in the same manner
_ __'the.........._c°nstant */lines in the root section. If the free wake option of the
program zs utilized the location of the panel free trailing Vortices are





The perturbation velocity due to the arbitrary lifting bodies is
represented by quadrilateral vortices on the external surface of the bodies.
The perturbation velocity due to lift on the panels is represented by quadri-
lateral vortices in the root section of the panel and by skewed horseshoe vor-
tices in the outboard section of the panel. The thickness is represented by
skewed source lines in both the root and outboard sections of the panel. All
the panel singularities are placed on the panel chordal surface. The source
strengths Z are defined by the change in thickness over that portion of the
subpanel it represents, so that;
z 2 _Z_Z t ?x
+ (tan A)2/o2 v® (26)
where A is the sweep of the source line and _X is the total onset velocity
in the X direction. The quadrilateral vortex strengths K and the skewed
horseshoe vortex strengths F r_st be solved for utilizing the boundary condi-
tion that a minimum of flow passes through the external surface of the bodies
and the chordal surface of the thick lifting panels at a finite nt_berof control
points. In order to satisfy this boundary condition the total flow due to all
singularities and onset flow is stmmed at each control point and the scalar
product of this stm_and the surface unit normal is minimized. This results in
a set of linear aerodynamic influence equations which are solved for the





The influence equations For the j
gi_ren by;
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NXB , and NZB" are the components of the j equivalent•' NYB. incompressible body surface unit normal vectors
J
are the components of the perturbation veloc-
, and AZB.B. ity induced by the ith equivalent incompressible
J I body unit strength vortices onto the jun
equivalent incompressible body,
are the components of the perturbation velocity
induced by the kth equivalent incompressible
panel unit strength vortices onto the jth
equivalent incompressible body, and
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• °
, , and SZ are the componentskth o£ the perturbation velocity
SXBjP K SYBjP K BjP K induced by the equivalent incompressible




, -_ , and _ by the reference velotity V_,
{K}B" are the quadrilateral vortex strengths on the ith equivalent
I incompressible body, and
are the root section quadrilateral vortex
{K}PK, {r} and {Z}PKPK' strengths the outboard section skewed vortex
strengths, and the skewed source strengths on
the kth equivalent incompressible panel, res-
pectively. The vector Ie}B i is the flow through
the surface of the jth equivalent incompressible
body at the control points, for a discrete body
solution this vector is zero.
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i%' % co onents  uivale tinco rossible
...._: p. p. panel mean camber surface unit normal vectors,
........ are the components of the pertu_)ation velocity
;_ _< _nduced by the_i th equivalent incompressible
, Av A_
! P.B. _'P. B.
.] 1 O t
body unit strength vortices onto the jth
equivalent incompressibie panel,
K f ,i 7
AXpjp k , and A. are the Components of tJ_b_ertur_ifion -' Aypjpk. velocity induced by the km equivalent incom-
Sxpjpk sz _d szPj Pk Pj Pk
' The onset flow velociW ratios
V z
VX VY and are given by the following expressions,
v.'v2'
_P Pkj pressible panel unit strength vortices onto
the jth equivalent incompressible panel, and
are the components of perturbation velocity
induced by the kth equivalent incompressible
panel unit strength sources onto the jth
equivalent incompressible panel. The vector
lelpi is the flow through the mean camber
surface of the jth equivalent incompressible
panel at the control points. This vector
i_ also zero for a discrete panel solution.
_X 2# (Z-Zc.G.) 2B (Y'Yc.G.) " "
= 1 q* - 7 * i(29)
• V_ c b
Vy z# (Z-Zc.G.) Z(×-Xc.G.)
V-= -B#- P* +_*b b (30)
_Z 2 8 (Y-Yc.G.) 2 (X-Xc.G.)
V--_= _B + P* b + q* --c (31)
i__ere P*, q*, and 7* are the nondimensional roll, pitch, and yaw rates,
respectively. These are defined as;
15
2 V 2V 2V
q* = q/_ and 7* = 7/v, = p/-_, : , --f-- (52)
The above onset flow equations assume that angle of attack _ and angle of
yaw 0 are small. The coordinates XC.G. , YC.G., and ZC.G. define the location
of the center of gravity.
Equations (27) and (28) can be c_abined into a single matrix aerodynamic
influence equation, For a completely discrete type solution the influence
equation is,
m









= BI, B2 NBBj , . . ., B
Bi = BI, B2, • . ., BNB
= Pl P2 PNpPj , ,. ..,
Pk = Pl' P2'" ' "' PNp
NB = Nunber of bodies
and




:q_.B.' [:4_ r.' [Al:, ,_
j I 1K , '
are deflned as ;
[A]B B = + NYB + B. BjB





.,-,dIVSlpjThe kno_,n quantities in the influence equation {_ S}B j
as;
] k=I L JJ
=--






The elements of the above matrices are computed using the influence
equations derived in Appendices B and C. Each element is associated with the
influence of a singularity on a control point. The singularities and control
points are ordered such that all of the longitudinal stations for the first
lateral station are cycled through first and then all of the longitudinal sta-
tions for the second lateral station. This process is continued until all
stations have been cycled through. The longitudinal stations start at the
leading edge of the panel, the nose of a solid body, and the tail end of the
inside surface of a flow through body. The lateral stations start at the
inside edge of the panel and go toward the tip of the panel. The lateral
stations on the body start at the top of the body and progress in a clockwise
direction when looking at the body from the tail to the nose.
All bodies are cycled through first and then the panels. Both the bodies
and the panels are cycled in the order that they are input. The columns of
the influence matrices are associated with singularities and the rows with
control points. The elements of the matrices and the submatrices of the com-
bined matrix influence equation are sequenced, for both the columns and the
rows, in the same order that the singularities, points, bodies, and panels
are c3"cled.
The influences of quadrilateral vortices in the panel root section and on
the body surface are computed by equations derived in Appendix C. The influ-
ences of skewed horseshoe vortices on the panel outboard section are com-
puted by equations derived in Appendix B. The influences of skewed source
lines on the panel are computed by equations derived in Appendix B.
If the force free wake option of the program is used the influences of
the free trailing vortices are computed using the influence equations in
Appendix C. The locations of the force free trailing vortices are computed
using the following iteration procedure.
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I. A solution for the vortex strengths will be obtained first by
assuming the ]ocation of the free vortices to be in the longitudinal
direction and to bc straight except in a thick lifting, panel-body
-z z . • -juncture re_1on.
2. The total veiocitic:: (T, V, and W-in the X, Y, and2 directions,
wil_
_-- respectively, 1 b, computed at the midpoint of each free trailing
Vortex division. -- -
_=- 3. The actual mean camt,_r :_u÷faces of the thick lifting panels will be
computed so that-tl:e correct relationship between fixed vortices and
_-= c6ntf61 points on _he thick lifting panels and the free trailing
vortices is maintained.
4. The ratios V/U and W/U are integrated in the X direction from the
edges of the actual thick lifting panel mean camber surfaces and body
aft ends where the free vortices are assumed to be shed, in order to
obtain their new locations.
S. The influence of the free vortices on the actual thick lifting panel
mean camber and body surfaces is computed and the difference between
_ this influence and that from the free vortices at their previous
location is added to the influence matrices for the complete
--_=_ configuration.
--_- 6. A new solution for the vortex strengths is determined and a new set
of total velocities U, V, and W along the new free vortex lines is
computed using quadrilateral vortices and source lines on the actual
_:ick l$fting panel mean--Camber surfaces and quadrilateral vortices
on the body-surfaces.
_e above procedure is iterated bet_¢een steps (4) and (6) until the surface
pre_,_rres converge. When the influence matrix of any individual body or
pane] is no longer significantly changed due to a new positioning of the free
- v(:rti_ces,the calculation of the perturbation to that matrix is terminated.
Constrained Influence Equations
L_
2_e vortex strengths on any of the bodies or panels can be constrained by
repr_?senting the vorticity by a finite series. This uncouples the number of
.... t_3qtot,,ns,equations, and vortices used to represent the perturbation velocity.
_e series used must be capable of producing the type of perturbation velocity
needed to satisfy the boundary conditions at the control points to an accept-
_--_- able degree. If such a series can be found for a given body or panel the num-
ber of equations or control points can be reduced from that of the number of
vortices or subps_els to that necessary to describe the geometry. This sub-
stantially reduces the computer time, since in general the number of vortices
needed to represent the perturbation velocity is far more than the number of
control points needed to represent the geometry of the body or panel.
This reduction in the number of required control points results
primarily in reducing the computational effort necessary to set up the aero-
dynar_ic influence equations. A further reduction in computer time can be
realized in the solution of the influence equations, if constraint functions
are used, since the number of unknowns is reduced from that of the number
of vortices to the number of terms in the constraint series. This results in
a system of equations which is overdetermined and is solved by the method of
least squm'es. In this process the vectors {e}Bj and {e}pj are minimized.
The body constraint equation is given by;
(40)
where
[,][R Mmn (_)mn (41)
The matrix JR] is a transformation matrix used to obtain the quadrilateral
vortex strengths K from the bound horseshoe vortex strengths r b.
where [R]n is made up of ones along the diagonal and in the lower triangle.
The upper triangle is filled with zeros.
The indices m and n refer to longitudinal and lateral subpanel locations
on the equivalent incompressible body, respectively. The vorticity ratio
('//Vm)_m is the value of the vorticity series at the ruth subpanel from the
nose of the body and the _th subpanel in the lateral direction around the body.
The longitudinal length _'Mmn is given by;
' 1
1M =g
nm 4 M(m.l)n *lMmm + 4tM(m+l)n
{43)
2O
where I-M is the length of the mth subpanel from the nose of the equivalent
• , .,_ftn.... ] .1:_co-apress_D_ebody sT the n_h ]a_era station
....._e vorticity series iTFA4)mu is the product of a iongitudinal series and
a lateral series. _e eleme:_c o_7 the matrL_ _aB. } are the tmk_o_m coeffi-
cLents associated wit1: th.. _ei:_; in (T/_,)mn produced by the product of the
lo>gitudina] &nd late_a] scriez. Thb terms in (_//_'_)mnare ordered such that
the products of all of the long_t:a]inal constraint functions and the first
lateral constraint functio,, arc_ first, then the products of all of the !ongi _
t_din:_] constraint functiou_" _mJ the second lateral constraint functions are
second, and etcetera. This process is continued until all combinations of
, _"eudI,, =_I_ inal and lateral constraint functions have been cycled through.
Both the longitudinal and lateral constraint functions are defined over
sediments of the body. _e same functions are used in all segments. The
origin df the segment is desi_ated by the subscript o and the end by f.
T.:_longitudinal and ]ateral constraint function segments are given in the
data input array.
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_- (XB/C B) = (XB/CB)3270 LSI
(S4)
---_ (XB/CB) = LS2 (XB/C B)
• V,_ 3320
@(XI3/CB)3370 = LS2 (XB/C B)
(SS)
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- _ = .
_ /
7 m _
Tl_e functie_i:-;to I>: usod or_ ,_;_'.body are designated by their number in tl-,.c
a_.ove seqt:cnce. The t_t_til,r;,efunctions listed above are special functions
:_--:i arc J_,qF:_lt at the i,:_c,:_ _,,r,::_ _r, th,, data array, designated by their sub-
s_ :jpts. 'ille indcp,::.n,l_,nt .J_cio.h.l_, 0 B i:, given by, ¢B = c°:;l [1 - 2(XB/CB)]
Tl:e lateral constrain;t: f_ractic_n.,_ For the body are defined as;
/2
Y _ [_. 2 2]1/21-T£ ( OB)3 = 'B / ZB + gYB (59)
V_ -"/ (0B)4 = sin _ (60)
• [(0B) s = cos
iE (0B) 6 (6I)
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-_ (0_)7 = sin 2_




Here again, the lateral functions to be used on the body are designated by
their number in the above sequence. If no constraint functions are specified
the program will do a discrete solution.




TP K a pK 1 ' (65)
The Tp[. K] transformation matrix condenses all rows of the discrete aerodynamic
influence matrix by the following procedure.
1 That portion of the row which is associated with the vortices on
panel PK is divided into the elements due to each lateral station. A
new temporary matrix [AT] is developed with all of the elements due
to the votrices at the first lateral station in row one, all of the
elements due to the vortices at the second lateral station in
row two, and etcetera.
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2. This temporary matrix is then premultiplied by the spanwise constraint
function transformation matrix [T(_ )] and postmultiplied by the
chordwise constraint function transformation matrix [T(NC)].
b° _le ti'__s{ormgd temporary matrlx [AT] = [T( W)][AT][T(X/C )] is then
_ Opened up into a row again and replaces the Old _row-in-t_e original
discrete aerodynamic influence matrix. The new row is formed by
placing all of the elements from the first row of [._] in tha por-
tion of the row, from the discrete matrix, due to the P. panel first,
then by placing all of the elements from the second row of [AT]
next to those elements from the first row of [_T], and etcetera. The
result will be the reduction of the number of elements in a given row
due to the PK panel from that of the number of vortices or subpanels
on panel PK to the number of chordwise constant functions times the
number of spanwise constraint functions.
I? only the chordwise constraint functi6ns are used, then the number of ele-
........ _n_fi!tSin the row due to the PK panel will be reduced from the number of
. vortlces on the P_ panel to the number of chordwise constraint functions times
t[_ n_ber of subpanels in the later I direction. On panels with freestream
e_i_es/:at'span stations other than the tip.o-nly the ch6rdwise-functi6ns should
........................" ......_nw"
_= _ b_ used, since the avaliable sp zse constraint fundtions are not sufficient
_-=_ ..... - _.:_r_duce'the _ne-cess_-perturbation velocity to 'satisfy the boundary condi-
_-_- t'O_=_=a. -_I of this type. "
......... The above-described transformation constrains the skewed horseshoe vortex
szrengths:by-the following series developed in appendices F. and G. of
reference (26).













_,_-_eretile indices m, f, k, o, n_ m1£-windicate the number of the subpanel aft
of the panel leading edge F /Vm is defined on, the number of the trailing
edge flap, the number of the leading edge flap, the first term of the
Birnbaum series, the number of the sine term in the Birnbaum series, and
the number of the spa]wise constraint function, respectively. The quantities
Nu, Nf, Nk, Pw, and Nw are the number of terms in the Birnbaum series, the
n_mnb.erof trailing edge flaps with unique hinge line locations, the number
of leading edge flaps with unique hinge line locations, the number of special
spanwise constraint functions, and the total number of spanwise constraint
functions, respectively.
The columns of the matrix [T (X/C) ]are made up of the (r'/V_ )m values,
where m indicates the number of the element in the ¢ol_nn. There is one col-
u_n for each set of (r' /V_ )m'S associated with a unique chordwise constraint
fuT,ction. The [T(X/C)] matrix is filled such that the (F'om/V_) values are
in column one, then the (F'Nn/V_) values are in the next set of Nu-i columns,
then the (F'fm/V=) values are in the next set of Nf col_nns, and then the
( F'km/V_ ) values are in the next set of Nk columns.
The [T(X/C)] matrix is solved here in the same manner as is shown in
appendix G. of reference (26). The (F'/V_ )m values are solved for such that
•Lhe same downwash is obtained at the three quarter chord point of each sub-
panel, except at the last subpanel, due to a distribution of discrete vortices
as would be obtained by integrating the vorticity distribution in the Blot-
Savart integral for each chordwise constraint function. The additional
condition, that the s_n of the discrete vortex strengths must be equal to the
integral of the vorticity distribution is also used. These conditions result
in the following matrix equation which is solved for [T(x/c)].
[El[Tcx,'c ]=[w] (67)
The matrix [E] is the two-dimensional discrete vortex influence matrix and








_Y_re 0 -_(x/c) __i.0 and the indices j and i as used here indicate the loca-
tion of the three quarter and quarter chord points, respectively.
There is one column in the [w] matrix for each unique chordwise con-
strain_ function. In these Columns is the downwash due to evaluating the
_9_i_!ty _for each chordwise c0nstraint _function in the two-dimensional Biot-
Savart integral. The columns in [w] are ordered such that the column due to a
givenZchordwise constraint function is in the same location in [w] as its
corresponding ( F'/Y=o )m column is in the [T(x/c)] matrix. The five basic
t_#pes of columns in [w] are defined as follows.
Due to the first term of the Birnbaum series;


























_- -I [i 2 (x/c)j]where Cj cos
Due to the trailing edge flap term;
log







where wf(_j) = -(_- _f) for 0_#.3< _f' wf(_j) = _f for _f_< #j ___,
is the polar coordinate at the flap leading edge, and N i equals the number
of subpanels per chord.
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due tc, the leading edge flap term;
i
rsin 1/2(_+ ¢k)log sin 1/2(#- #k)
Wk( 2)
1/2 SIN _k -
(73)
=_-_=__:_: :_ w|_ere:: W_(_K") = -(_ - _) for 0 -< _. _V/, Wk(_ .) = _k for _k < _j _ _' and _k
: iS the,pol_r coordinat_ at the fla_ lea_ing edge.
...._ :: .... :;In:ihe root section the [T X/C)] matrix is transfomed to [T (X/C)],
_,,I_re each column of IT X/C)] is transformed as follows;






T (X/C) i (74)
N
wh_.re i and m indicate the number of the element in the column in the [T (X/C)]
an_ IT (X/C)] matrices, respectively.
_-_ _ _ _ :_ _
The rows of the [T (n)] matrix are made up of the spanwise constraint
ft_qcti_s. Each element in a row is equal to the value of the constraint
f(__ti_n at the lateral subpanel which has the same lateral index as the
nmlSer of the column in the IT (q)] matrix. There are NW rows in the [T (q)]
matrix, with the standard functions described by qW _ 1 - _2 in the first
_%" PN rows, a_id-_hen the special Pw (n)S functions in thl_ last PW rows.
..... = - . ..... =
_ae special spanwise constraint functions are needed to account for flow
.in_ce,_ by discontinuities in the sweep of the constant percent chord lines,
(0; bo_y-panel-juncture indnced flow, and for partial semi-span flaps. There
__r_-Eas!C-special spanwise constraint functions, (1) polygonal functions
_hi,:h account for the discontinuities in the sweep of the constant percent
c)_d lines and the body-panel junctures, and (2) flap ftmctions which account
for the partial semi-span flaps• These special functions are derived in
Appvndix F of Reference (26).
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If the range of influences inboard and outboard of a discontinuity in the
sweep of the constant percent chord line are defined as A i]i and A q o,
respectively, and the discontinuity station qb, then the following expressions
define the special spanwise polygonal constraint function.
For ' o< {qbl < Aq i
P (e) s (Aq
I _ i
- (I - qb/,'-qi) M (e,T) + _qi p (e,y) -
÷ qo)cl-=b)l
--- j P (o, o b)AQi= Aq o
+ Aq i AqO Aqi 0 'J
(7S)
ForAni (_ [rib[ < (1 - AnO)
P (e) S = (1 - qb + Aqi) (1/ Aqi)P (@, cos -1 (qb Aqi))
A_lo + Aq i ]o Aqi
P(O, eb)
+ (I - ,lb - AqO) (I/ Aqo ) P (e, cos -I (qb +
And for (i -
P (¢)S = (I -.
a_ o) _< lnbl <I.0
qb + mqi) CI/ Aqi ) P (e, cos"I (nb Aqi) )
(76)




P (o, 9 ) = (cos o






sin 1/2 (0 - O)
- cos O) LOG ,
e sin 1/2 (0 + O)
0)2 t:os 1/2 (O + O)
+ cos LOGe
cos 1/2 (0 - O)






The special spanwise flap constraint function is given by;
P (O) S = M (0, Oi) - M Co, o o) (79).
-1 -1
- =. _--" = )]Wa{_re Oi cos q i, e o cos q o, i is the inboard station where the
co::trol surface begins, and q o is the outboard station where the control
surface ends.
* 1
M(_, o) =T * sin 1/2 Co - O)"I%(cos O cos 0) LOGe sin 1/2 (0 + O)
I 1%
1% cos 1/2 (O + O)
+ (cos O + cosO) LOG 1%




_he discrete aerodynamic influence equation (33) is transformed by
substituting equations (40) and (65) into equation (33).
=_ 31








The constrained aerodynamic influence equation is then given by;













Where the arrays { a }B_ and ( a }VK are solved for such that the strn o£ the
squares of the elementg o£ the arrays [ e }Bj and [ e Ipj- are a minimum.
xg
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Surface Velocities and Pressures
l
.... The velocity tangent to the surface of the jth body in the longitudinal

















rbmn Kmn K.(:m- 1)n
V,e V_e V_e
"]rl_n + I_m ÷ l)n ]




rb(m+ I)N K(m + I)N _mN
V_o V_ V_ (86) O
The onset flow ratios Vx/V_ , Vy/V_, and Vz/V_ are given by the following
expressions.
vx 2(z zc.G.) 2(Y- Yc.c.]
_=l-q* - 7*ff b (87)
_ 2(z - ) 2(x )Vy = 0+ P* ZC'G" + 7* " XC'G'
V_ b _" (88)
VZ 2CY - YC.G. ) (X - XC.G. )
+ p* + q*V- b
C
(89)
The components of the unit vectors tangent to the actual body subpanels in
the longitudinal direction are given by;




TTX FTTX TT Ty Tz
= /4t5 _+}2+T 2
- 2_T TzTTy TTy Ty
-/_j_-_T:+_ 2 + _ 2TTZ -- TT z Ty TZ
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The velocity tangent to the surface of the j th body in the lateral
d L_ection is given by;
] I ti ] I'll 1i-z [ ",I
K ,, 1 JPK F
PK
l F ,Jl[ } : 1I,.,..lNp _TTyK = I _2 XBjPK\ I'}
PK
" \:]=' _V Tx T_" ,,.
" *sj -_ + zs)
7-
























are the contributions from the trailing legs of the panel vortices along the
juncture line of the jth body and rth panel to be attached at the (n - Z_n/2)
and (n * an/2) lateral stations, respectively. Na is the total number of
panels attached at any one point along the line.
The velocity tangent to the surface of the jth panel in the longitudinal
direction is given by;
















I + dl + t=2% Sxpjp








(x/c) (1 - x/c) f<_''° ] ',= 7 _2A] -7
end where (AVM/V_)mn is computed using equation (84) and X/C is the local
per_:ent chord.
The velocity tangent to the surface of the j th panel in the lateral




























represent the contributions from the trailing legs of the panel vortices along
the j_mcture line of the jth panel and the rth pmn_l to be attached at the
lat_ _al stations,
2 and !(n+-- respectively,.
The surface pressure coefficients at each o£ the control points on the
bod-es:_d panels are then computed using the following expression.
211IMI< 12<VT ]Cp 1 + -- 1 - -mn rM 2 2 _ 7/(_-i) (101)
_-_-_
_#iere Y is the ratio of specific heats.
Note, in equations (97) and (100) the top sign is used to compute the
velocity on the upper surface and the bottom sign the lower surface in those
_er_s _ich have a plus and minus in front.
z
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Section and Total Loads and Moments
The section loads are computed in coefficient form on each of the bodies
by interpolating for the surface pressure coefficients at the centroid of the
subareas, defined by the corner points of the divisions of the body subpanels,
and then using the foll_¢ing equations to sum the product of the pressure
coefficients and directed subareas.
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__=
The tota! loads on a body are then obtained by summing in the longitudinal
J A_j_ _AV_K_ _K










• . ' " iK
1
XiK - XC.G. ) AAZiK CPiK
(114)
i [-%%. qj _ (XiK- Xc. G ) Ahy - (YiK- YC• iK 'G')_xiK CPiK
(ns)
The body center of pressure position vector components divided by C are
given by;
CMzBCYBj . CZBj %.
+ ] J




(r) ¸= Y ÷C.G.
Cz_j%k_ %5 %zB.
] J,






.P. C.G -X('2B + C2 + C2
" . YB. ZB.
J J J
The panel section loads, moments, and centers of pressure relative to the
leaching edge are obtained by numerically evaluating the following integrals.
CX C C bS AR _ AS
c,,,G "s_,.E. tano tan o UCPL. L - CPU
Cy C
cAVG
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= local panel width (123)
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_Z_YL. E.N 2 =-- 2 + _Z .E.N




cos -1 [1 - 2 (X/C)] where (X/C) is the local percent chord.
dZt dZc
tan6 _-- - --+ cdX d×
ta
= ( dZt ) (125)
n O
dZc + _ tan 6
I- _dX dX
where the top sign is used with the upper surface and the bottom sign is used
with the lower surface. The control surface angle is equal to - 6K along the
leading edge flap and equal to 6f along a trailing control surface. 6 is
equal to zero at other points on the chord.
The section normal force coefficient is obtained by taking the following
scalar product.
CN C Cy____C CZ C
CAVG = CAVG Nyp. + C-_VG NZp.
3 3
(126)









__. -_=__. ,_s r (x
(129)
The section center of pressure relative to the leading edge is given by;






. -C . p ,
1










the section leading edge thrust coefficient CT C/CAVG, and the section induced
drag due to thickness coefficient
CdT" C
1
are derived in appendix C.
The panel total force coefficients are obtained by numerically integrating
the section force coefficients in the spanwise direction.
_/2 CxcCXp --J CAVG sin O dO (133)
_12_,c
%P ° Jo --J CAVG sin e dO (134)
where
_/2 CZ CCzpj= CAVG
0
sin0 d O (135)
-i
(9 = COS '] (136)
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The panel total moment coefficients about the center of gravity are
n_merically integrated as follows.
,_,e ,_._.[ _._.)_z_-j J J
• sino d(_ dO
(137)
,_., * -- -- _ -" - sin* d#" (Z'Zc.G.) Sil_O dO




CM_ " ; b_ Nyp, Gpu
Lpj 1
(139)
The panel total zero suction drag, near field induced drag due to lift,
leading edge thrust, and near field induced drag due to thickness are given by:
_7
=:
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_n,e section loads, moments, and center of pressure for the control surfaces













_e equation for the leading edge of trailing edge control surface;
m__
x, x i)













The section loads on a leading edge control surface are obtained by























and Ck is the chord of the leading edge control surface.
percent chord of the panel.
(X/C) is the local
_he section loads on a trailing edge control surface are obtained by
numerically evaluating the following integrals.
Tr
_ s AS






















_f= cos I-2 C
#
: .... Z
and C£ is the chord of the trailing edge control surface.
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(lSS)




The section moments about the hinge line for the leading edge control
surface are obtained by numerically evaluating the following integrals.
x C k AR b s aS y yh }
CAV G 2b2_- aSL,E. - NZp j





. .Ck AR bs
CAVG 262C f" ,,s (CpLt""L cp_., °u),,SL.----q.[Cz- z_) Cx- V ,zp.(cp_,j " Cpu)l"i"_dk%"\-'-r--/[C-_vG/{ZL":"Z"_/CTC\
(161)
%% c
--!-z . Ck AR bs
CAVG 2bZ_
nSt. L - X.n)NVpj - - (Y - Yh ) CPLta_no L- Cp
_L.L-Y_[CT C ._
(162)
The section moments about the hinge line for the trailing edge control





SL.E.AS Z --Zh) (CPLtan • >j_ c_t_o_)_x_Nz(cpLc_ sin_d_Pj
(164)
CNLC
n. Cf AR bs
..... m
cA,_ 2bZ_ ,,s (x - x_)
The section hinge moment is computed by the following equation.
• x h + Y h + hz
CAV G C_V G x CAV G y \CAr G (166)
.._i The...... section center of pressure, due to the control surface loading,












_ \CAvGI\CAvG / \CAvG/\C--A--"_GVG)
+ --
(169)
The total loads and hinge moment on the control surface are given by;
:f° chcChX CAV G-- d)) (170)
k _.S
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_B ABJ% + _ h C
__ -.._. vs %_zv
j=l j=l j
[179)
The induced drag for the total configuration Cn. is computed in the
F _1Trefftz plane with equations derived in Appendix . The center of pressure
for the total configuration is given by the following equations.
Cy CM Z Cz %
÷
+cyzCx 2 + CZ 2
(18o)
Cz %k - Cx_z
÷





Fsj is a symmetry indicator which is equal to 2.0 in equations (174),
(176), and (178) and equal to 0.0 in equations (175), (177), and (179) when




In order to establish the degree of accuracy that can be obtained by the
_Lse of a source-vortex lattice procedure with second order corrections to
accotmt for the interference between lift and thickness and to account for the
fac_: that the boundary conditions and the pertubation velocities are satisfied
and co_uted, respectively, on the chordal plane, the results from the program
have been compared with two dimensional exact solutions for a Karman-Trefftz
airfoil in figures (4) and ( 5 ). Also, comparisons are made with data for a
forty-five degree swept wing with an aspect ratio of five and a taper ratio of
.... $_?_iYfoil section on this wing is g twelve percent thick R.A.E. I01.
]hese comparisons are in figure (6), (7), and (8) for zero angle of attack
- _in--fi-_res-(-9), (I0), and (II) at 4.2 degrees angle of attack. For all
: of _he above cases discrete solutions were obtained with twenty subpanels in
i_ _ _]_Or<w_se direction and ten subpanels in the spanwise direction. Both
!_r__ - _ _=u_per z and i0wer surface pressures were plotted for the zero angle of
attac_<_data_to _indicate the degree of accuracy involved with the test data.
_ing Section was symmetrical.
....... _ . : Section Induced Drag Due to Thickness
_- _ _ _ _e sec_ti_-_nduced drag Cd_ C/C , or-potential form drag due to thick-
..... _---_-_ _ -- _- _" av " . .
_ n_,-is computed in the present _rogra_ by means of a source lattxce wxth
i _ --__o_ Appendix F. The source lattice as shown in figure (12)agrees
i _ - qu_t_%'ell-_--w_thth-e exact solution by R. T. Jones for a sixty degree swept,
: fen pe_fit thick biconvex section, taper ratio one, and aspect ratio six wing
_ ! gi_:en-in r_ef_erenc9 (51). It should be noted that Woodward's equations,
' _ _ _%_d_ in Ap_pendix D, for the constant and linearly varying distributed source
_ity panels can be superimposed to obtain the same solution, for the bi-Coax s_.cti-on,_s obtained by Jones. Even though Woodward, in reference (40),
only computes induced velocities at the centroid of trapezoidal panels, it
wa_hown t hatth_ correct solution for the longitudinal perturbation ve!o-
cit_ is also obtained at any spanwise location, including the edges.
if two taper ratio one semi-infinite swept panels are joined at their
side edges to form a wing center section or kink the Woodward distributed
source equations will give the same center section solution as obtained by
_,c-heraannand Weber in reference (2). In addition, they will also give the
correct spanwise variation of the kink effect due to thickness, which must be
o5t_n#_j bY semi-empirically determined interpolation curves in the solution
by Kucheman n and Weber. The Woodward equations also treat the spanwise vari-
atio1_ of thickness and other planform induced effects such as taper ratio,
t_p, and crank effects equally well. These same effects are also correctly







































































































































































































































































































































































































































derived by Hess and Smith in reference (22). In fact Woodward's constant
density source panel influence equations are identical to those derived by
Hess and Smith.
.... - As pointed out by Kuchmann and Weber the perturbation veiocity due to
•_ tl, ict:ness for a taper ratio one finite aspect ratio swept wing can be divided
irito two parts; I) the two dimensional infinite sheared solution, and 2) the
kink and tip effects. The two dimensional solution does not produce any
section potential form drag provided the airfoil sectJons are closed, tbw-
e_er, the kink and tip effects do produce a section drag and thrust, respec-
_-_y_/_ich when integrated across the span will give zero drag for the
• - ...... --- c_T._@]ete-wing. Other planform effects such as taper ratio and cranks will
aTso pro&_ce a section drag due to thickness which also integrates to zero for
i r_6_ co_plete wing.
i - -  hovemethods-will give-thecorrectSpanwise distribution
l o f_n potential form ¢1i;ag due to thickness. However, as also pointed
.i-== 5_dh_na__-- and Weber the source lattice does not g_ve the correct edge
_[fe_c_ )ight at the tip, kink, or crank for a fSnite number of source lines
-_._!:_-_.-_'_=tI_e _ordwise direction, tlowever, since this effect is only a function
i .... _ " _e chor&,ise component of the thickness distribution gradient and the
valu_;_-c-f _ t_e inverse Rudermannian function, with its argument being the sweep
i _-_--__--thc_ource-_-ine-, at the point where the perturbation velocity is being
;: _ - ...... _VJ_¢_={h-_s-6-ffect_s easily added. The region on either side of the tip,
•_ kl_Lk, er_cfank which is not properly handled by the source lattice is a
_c.Cn 0f _):he number of source lines in tl.e chordwise direction and for
pr.$c_l solutions, which require about twenty source-lines per chord to
_eF, resc.nt the distribution of thickness, this region is of no significance.
r _ ]]_6reFore, due to the superior numerical efficiency associated with the
.- __o_ lattfce i.nfluence equations the source lattice appears to be the
, best-aero@amic :finite element for predicting the perturbation velocity
I a!}dpot_6ntiai_-_orm drag due to thickness.
Section Induced Drag ]_e to Lift
T_j_ere are two basic approaches that have been tried in the past to
solve the problem of- p÷edicting the spanwise distribution of induced drag
or Seci:_on-potential form drag due to lift, 1) to accurately solve for the
thin wing net pressure distribution, including the strength of the leading
_ edge Mnguiarity, utilizing precise integration techniques to solve the
---- _ =
--_._;=;_ aerodynaraic-influence integral equation, and 2) to utilize a vortex lattice
pr0cedt_in-conjunction wJt_ the KuttaCloukowsky theorem. Both of these
approaches have failed to predict a spanwise distribution of induced drag due
to lift which when integrated is equal to the induced drag computed in the
Tr_ftz plane, The reason for this is that in these attempts the assumption
67
.k
that the vorticity is constant in the spanwise direction along constant percent
chord lines, even for only an infinitensimal distance, leads to a nonanalytic
influence function for which no finite value exists for the induced velocity
at span stations where the gradients of the constant percent chord lines are
discontinuous.
Therefore, at span stations where the constant percent chord lines
are kinked or cranked the constant vorticity distributed panel procedures,
such as Woodward's, give a logarithmic singularity in the dowm_sh. The
lifting surface theories, such as Multhopp's or Wagner's, also produce a
logarithmic singularity in the downwash which cannot be handled. Wagner's
theory, as given in reference (50),has been investigated in great detail
and is commented on in appendix E.
In the case of the skewed vortex-lattice the downwash at the control
point is not singular, however, the Cauchy principal value does not exist
for the downwash on the vortex line at a span station where the vortex lines
have discontinuous sweeps. Therefore, the Kutta-Joukowsky theorem will give
an infinite section drag at these stations.
All of these problems can be eliminated by using an unswept horseshoe
vortex lattice. It is proven in appendix F that if the bound vortex lines
are all parallel and the horseshoe lattice is evenly spaced in the lateral
direction, the integral of the spanwise distribution of induced drag and the
induced drag computed in the Trefftz plane are identical for all planform
shapes. This is also true for multiple lifting surfaces, provided they are
all parallel, and for lifting surfaces with jet flaps.
It is not proposed that only unswept horseshoe vortex-lattice procedures
be used to compute the net pressures or loads on wings of arbitrary shape.
However, this appears to be the only numerical integration procedure kno_,n
at this time which will always give the same value for the induced drag in
the near and far fields. During studies of the error involved in using a
skewed lattice it was determined that the error in the section induced
drag was limited to a vary small region on either side of the discontinuity
in the sweep of the vortex lines. Also, since most of the wing is represented
better by skewed vortex lines (because the lines of constant pressure do
coincide with constant percent chord lines over most of the wing) a good
overall answer can probably be obtained at less expense, (since fewer skewed
vortices are needed in general to represent a wing than unswept vortices)
if a skewed vortex lattice is used to compute the net pressures and the















































A comparison of the section induced drag divided by the section lift
four different procedures is sho_ in figure (13).
Sphere Surface Velocity
The velocity over the surface of a sphere is compared to the exact
solution in figure (14).
X-15 Wing-Fuselage-lbrizontal Tail-Vertical Tail
Surface velocities and pressure coefficients, section force and
moment coefficients, and total configuration force and moment coefficients
are computed for the X-15 wing-fuselage-horizontal tail-vertical tail
shown in figure (15). The program input for this configuration plus the
ventral is given in the sample input section. The program output for this
configuration is given in the sample output section. In the program output
the fuselage, wing, horizontal tail and vertical tail are desi_lated
as components I, 2, 3, and 4, respectively.
Some results for this configuration are shown in figures (16), (17),
(18), and (19). The data for these comparisons were obtained from
References (59), (60), and (61). The force data is at .6 Madl nmlfl_er
and the pressure coefficient data is at .2 Math number. All of the
theoretical results are for zero Mach number.
_j
The total configuration CL_ was determined experimentally to be


































































































































_here are two types of data decks which can be used in this program
l) the NASN Langley input format described in reference (52) and 2) the
inFut format described in the next two sections of this report. Each of
these input formats requires a different program setup.
Program setup for NASA format. In this form of data setup, routine
"OUYIN _'preprocesses data from Langley's format and creates a card image file
for use by the rest of the subroutines. Changes or additions to the data
ass,,ciated with bodies and panels in the Langley form of input created by
"OirF]N" are made by body and panel "INFO" decks. There should be a body and
pa;-cl "INFO" deck for each body and panel in the Langley input array, respec-
tively. 1]_ese body and panel "INFO" decks utilize the NR data array format.
Additional configuration l_odies and p:mels not descril_ed in the Langley
data array are added by means of additional body and pcmel input decks utiliz-
ing the ;qR data array fox,nat.
Host of the input from the Langley data array can be directly converted
to tire NR data array format. The only exception is a nacelle which is con-
verted from a body of revolutio_ to a ring wing. This occurs if the pod
data has a nonzero value at the nose of the pod. If the radius at the nose
of the pod is zero, the pod is considered a solid body of revolution.
7]_e input data in the NR data array format atiead of the body m_d pemel
.tescriptions pertain to the total configuration _md must always be input as
an "[?_FO" deck. Control cards for the C.D.C. 6000 series using Scope 3.1
























Figure 20.- Deck setup for use with NASA Langley data array format.
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Figure 22.- Deck setup for use with NR data array format.
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Program setup for NR format. - In this form of data setup all input
decks utilize the NR data array format. ]1_e total configuration or universal
"INFO" deck is followed by an input deck for each body and then a deck for
each panel. Control cards for the C.D.C. 6000 series using Scope 3.1 are









Figure 21.- Control card deck sequence
Input Format
The NR data array format is given in this section. Data locations of
all input data with limits on size of inputs are designated. A more detailed
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Total number of bodies used to represent the configuration
Total number of panels used to represent the configuration.
This number does not include those due to images when
location 3426 has a zero in it.
Mach number
Total configuration reference area.
Total configuration longitudinal reference length.
Total configuration lateral reference length.
X component of center of gravity position vector.
Y component of center of gravity position vector.
Z component of center of gravity position vector.
Angle of attack.
Angle of sideslip.
Nondimensional roll rate P/(2Vm/b).
Nondimensional pitch rate q/[2Vm/6).
Nondimensional yaw rate )'/(2Vm/b).
The number of the component. The bodies are numbered
first and then the panels.
The body reference area.
The body chord.






This is an indicator to bypass the calculation of the aero-
dynamic influence matrices due to the vortices of this body.
Input a zero to compute new matrices and a minus one if the
calculation of the matrices is to be bypassed.
"19 This is a symmetry indicator used to take advantage of both
symmetrical geometries and loadings. If both the body geo-
metry and the vortex strength are symmetrical about the X-Z
plane input a zero, if only the body geometry is symmetrical
and not the vortex strengths input a one, and if neither
symmetry exists input a minus one.
*20 This is an indicator used to signify whether cartesian or
polar coordinates are used to input the body cross-sections.
If polar coordinates are used input a zero and if cartesian
coordinates are used input a one.
21
*22
This is an indicator used to signify whether the lateral
scaling factors are equal in the Y and Z directions. Input
a zero if they are equal and a one if they are not equal.
The ZBMarray is not input if YBM = ZBM .
This indicator is used to signify whether the body cross-
sections are placed perpendicular to the mean camber line
or the X axis. Input a zero if the cross-section is to be
placed perpendicular to the mean camber line or a one if it




23 This indicator signifies the type of subpanel spacing used
on the body in the longitudinal direction. Input a zero if
the subpanels are to be spaced at even increments of _,
_re_C=cos -I [l-2(x/c)], input a minus one if the subpanels
a_e to be spaced at even increments of X, and input a one if
the Spacing is specified at a given set of X stations. The
- X stations are to be given in locations 1850 - 2149.
24 This indicator signifies the type of subpanel spacing used
on the body in the lateral direction. Input a zero if the
subpanels are to be spaced at even increments of @ or nB =
(S/Smax), a one if the subpanel side edges are given at a
set of @ or nB stations, and a minus one if the subpanel
edges are at the same lateral stations as the body ge_netry
is defined. The subpanel side edges are input in locations
2200 2799.













This is the longitudinal distance, in terms of the length
of the influencing quadrilateral, at which the contribu-
tion of the quadrilateral vortex to the perturbation
velocity is considered small enough to be neglected.
Points at a longitudinal distance, away from the centroid
of the vortex, larger than this value are not cycled
through the influence equations in order to save computer
time.
This is the lateral distance, in terms of the width of the
influencing quadrilateral, at which the contribution of
the quadrilateral vortex to the perturbation velocity is
considered small enough to be neglected. Points at a
lateral distance, away from the centroid of the vortex,
larger than this value are not cycled through the influ-
ence equations in order to save computer time.
This is the X component of the origin of the body
coordinate frame.
This is the Y component of the origin of the body
coordinate frame.
This is the Z component of the origin of the body
coordinate frame.
This is the number of subpanels in the longitudinal direc-
tion on the body.
This xs the number of subpanels in the lateral direction
on the body.
This xs the number of equally spaced divisions the body
subpanels are divided into in the longitudinal direction.
These divisions are used to compute the subareas which
in turn are used to integrate the surface pressures to
obtain loads and moments. This number must be an odd
integer.
kj










This is the number of equally spaced divisions the body
subpanels are divided into in the lateral direction.
These divisions are used to map the vortex grid closer
to the actual body surface and to compute the subareas
which in turn are used to integrate the surface pressures
to obtain loads and moments. This number must be an
odd integer.
This is the number of functions used to constrain the body
surface vorticity in the longitudinal direction. The
list of functions used is given in locations 3210-3249.
These same functions are used over each longitudinal
constraint function segment. The list defining these
segments is given in locations 3140-3189. The maximum
n_nber of longitudinal constraint functions is S0.
This is the number of functions used to constrain the
body surface vorticity in the lateral direction. The
list of functions used is given in locations 3250-3269.
These same functions are used over each lateral constraint
function segment. The list defining these segments is
given in locations 3190-3209. The maximum number of
lateral constraint functions is 20.
This is the number of segments in the longitudinal direc-
tion over which the body longitudinal constraint functions
are defined. The list of subpanels defining the segments
is given in locations 3140-3189. The maximum number of
segments is S0.
This is the number of segments around the circumference
_0_ the body over which the lateral constraint functions
a_e_ined. The list of subpaneis defining the segments
is _gigen:in locations 3190-3209. The maximum number of
segments is 20.
T
This is the number of control points in the longitudinal
direction on the body. The maximum number of points
in the longitudinal direction is 299. The list of body
control points in the longitudinal direction is given
in location 2800 _ 3099.











This is the number of control points in the lateral direc-
tion on the body. The maximum number of points in the lat-
eral direction is 40. This list of control points is given
in locations 3100 - 3139.
This is the number of longitudinal stations where the body
cross-sections are defined. The maximum number is 44.
This is the list o£ longitudinal stations where the body
cross-sections are defined. This list starts at the nose
and ends at the aft end if the body is solid. For a flow
through body this list begins at the aft end, continues
along the inner surface to the nose of the body, and then
along the outer surface to the aft end.
This is the number of longitudinal stations where the body
cross-section lateral stations are defined. The maximum
number of these longitudinal stations is 44.
This is the list o£ longitudinal stations where the body
cross-section lateral stations are defined. The body cross-
section lateral stations are constant between each longitu-
dinal station in this list. If this list is the same as
that in locations 41-89, it can be omitted. If the body is
solid, this list starts at the nose and ends at the aft end.
If the body is a flow through type, this list begins at the
aft end, continues along the inner surface to the nose of
the body, and then along the outer surface to the aft end.
This is the number of lateral stations at the first longitu-
dinal station in the list at locations 91-129. The maximum
number of these lateral stations is 39.
This is the list of lateral stations at the first longitu-
dinal station in the list at locations 91-129. _ese lat-
eral stations where the body is defined can be given by the
angle 8, the lateral fraction [(Yff_Y_/Y_], or fraction of
lateral circumferential length _._1_ _M
Note: Lists of lateral stations at the other longitudinal
stations, given in the list in locations 91-129, follow
this data as shown in the input format.
* Items not needed if data format from reference ($2) is used.
i00
i[ocation Description
*;300-1599 " In these iocat{ons the body-c_ssisectlon tad ii or frac-
tional distances I(_-A_YZBv], for each of the X_.
longitudinal stations and @/"'or [CY_-A_Y_ later II
stations, are input.
*]600 This is the number of longitudinal stations where the
multiplication factors _M and Zsaand the translation
increments AY and AZ are given. The msximum number of
stations that can be used here is 49.
1501-1649 This is the list of longitudinal stations where the mul-
tiplication factors YaM and ZBMand the translation incre-






This is the list of multiplication factors ZsM at the
longitudinal stations given in locations 160I-1649.
This is the list of translation increments A_ at the
longitudinal stations given in locations 1601-1649.
This is the list of translati0n_crements A_at the
iongitudlnai stations given in locations 1601-1649.
This is the list of longitudinal stations where the body
subpanel edges are defined.
This is the number of longitudinal Stations where the body
lateral subpanel edges are defined. The maximum number
of these longitudinal stations is 49.
2151-2199
2200
This is the list of longitudinal stations where the body
lateral subpanel edges are defined. This list can be
omitted if it is the same as that in locations 1850-2149.
This is the list of lateral subpanel edges at the first
longitudinal station given in the list at locations
2151-2199. These stations can be defined by O's
or fractionsof body circumference nb= (S/Smax).
Note; Lists of lateral subpanel edges at the other longi-
tudinal stations, given in the list at locations 2151-2199,
follow this input as shown in the input format.
= ] T ::"







This is the list of the number of the subpanels where the
control points are located in the longitudinal direction
on the body. The integer in this list indicates the
number of the subpanel, aft of the nose of a solid body
or aft of the tail end on the inner surface and around
to the outer surface of a flow through body, at which a
control point is placed. If no longitudinal constraint
functions are used, this input can be omitted.
3100-3139 This is the list of control point locations in the lateral
direction on the body. The integer in this list indicates
the number of the subpanel in the lateral direction from
the top of the body at which a control point is placed.
If no lateral constraint functions are used, this input
can be omitted.
3140-3189 This is the list of longitudinal constraint segment bound-
aries. The integers in this list indicate the subpanels
between which the longitudinal constraint functions are
applied. For example, if this list included @le longi-
tudinal number of every tenth subpanel, the longitudinal
constraint functions would be applied over a range of ten
subpanels and repeated over the segments defined by every
tenth subpanel.
3190-3209 This is the list of lateral constraint segment boundaries.
This list is utilized in the same manner as the longitudinal
constraint segment boundaries.
3210-3249 This is the list of longitudinal constraint functions used
on the body. The functions to be used are signified by
entering here the sequence number of the function as given
in the input format. If special functions are to be used
the data location where the function is described is input
here.
3250-3269 This is the list of lateral constraint functions used on the
body. The same procedure is used here to signify the
desired functions as is used in the definition or the
longitudinal constraint functions.
3270-3419 In these locations the special longitudinal constraint
functions are described as shown in the input format.
These are described in tabular form.














This is the componentnumberfor the panels.
This is the panel reference area.
This is the panel reference chord.
This is the panel lateral reference length.
This is an indicator to bypass the calculation of the
aerodynamic influence matrices due to the vortices of this
panel. Input a zero if a new matrix is computed and a
minus one if the calculation of the matrix is to be
bypassed.
This is a sy_netry indicator used to take advantage of
a configuration's sy_netry to save input effort and com-
puter time. Input a zero if both the panel geometry and the
vortex strengths have images on the port side of the X-Z
plane, a one if just the panel geometry has an image, a
minus one if neither have an image, and a two if the vor-
tex strengths on the panel and its image are antisymmetric.
This indicator is used to signify whether the panel is
attached to the positive normal or negative normal side
of another panel. Input a zero if it is attached to the
positive normal side and a one if it is attached to the
negative normal side.
This indicator is used to signify whether the wake is
force free or fixed. Input a zero if the wake is fixed
and a one if it is force free. If any panel has a force
free wake, the wake or a body it is attached to is also
assumed to be force free.
This indicator signifies whether the mean camber surface
of the panel is described in terms or local angles or
attack or as fractions of chord. Input a zero if local
angles of attack are input and a one if fractions of chord
are input.















This input indicates the type of longitudinal subpanel
spacing that is used. If the subpanels are spaced at even
increments of _ input a zero, if they are at equal incre-
ments of percent chord input a minus one, and if they are
input as a given set of percent chord use a one.
This input indicates the type of lateral subpanel spacing
that is used on a panel. Input a zero if the spacing is at
equal increments of n, a minus one if it is at equal
increments of @, and a one if the spacing is specified at
a given set of n stations.
This is the X component of the panel origin point.
This is the Y component of the panel origin point.
This is the Z component of the panel origin point.
This is the area of influence of a quadrilateral vortex
on a panel in the longitudinal direction. This input is
in terms of fraction of quadrilateral vortex length.
This is the area of influence of a vortex on a panel in the
lateral direction. This input is in terms of fraction of
vortex width.
This is the number of subpanels in the longitudinal direc-
tion on the panel. The maximum number of longitudinal
subpanels is 40.
This is the number of subpanels in the lateral direction
on the panel. The maximumnumber of lateral subpanels
is 40.
This is the number of longitudinal constraint functions on
the panel. _lis number does not include special functions
due to control surfaces. The maximum number is 15.
This is the number of lateral constraint functions on the
panel. This ntlnber does include special functions due




* Items not needed if data format from reference (52) is used.
104
I_cation Description
3441 This is the numberof control points in the longitudinal
direction on the panel. The maximumnumber is 40.
3442 This is the numberof control points in the lateral direc-
tion on the panel. The maximumnumber is 40.
*5443 This is the number of points used to define the panel
perimeter. In the root section the perimeter is defined
by X, Y, and Z components of points along the leading
and trailing edges. The outboard section is defined by
X, Y, and Z components of points along the leading edge
and the local chord. The root section leading edge is
input first, then the outboard section, and then the root
section trailing edge. The maximum number of points is 50.
3444 This input is the number of the body or panel to which this
panel's inboard trailing vortex is attached.
3445 This is the number of the trailing vortex leg or subpanel
side edge to which this panel's inboard trailing vortex
is attached. The subpanel side edges are numbered consecu-
tively starting at the top of a body or at the inboard
edge of a panel and going in the clockwise direction when
an observer is looking in the negative X direction.
3446
3447
This is the number of the panel to which the outboard
trailing vortex of this panel is attached.
This is the number of the trailing vortex leg or subpanel
side edge to which this panel's outboard trailing vortex
is attached. _ ......
3448
_is is the number of leading edge control surfaces on the
panel.
3449 This is the number of trailing edge control surfaces on the
panel. "
* _ 7 Q
3_50-_59_ In these locations the panel perimeter is described.


















This is the number of longitudinal stations where the
panel camber is described. The maximum number is 30.
This is the list of chord fractions which define the
chordwise locations where the panel camber is defined.
This is the number of lateral stations where the panel
camber and twist is defined. The maximum number is 30.
This is the list of lateral surface length fraction n
where the panel camber and twist is defined.
This is the table of local angle of attack or deflection,
in terms of fraction of chord, of the panel mean camber
surface. The table is input as shown in the input format.
This is the table of panel twist.
This is the number of longitudinal stations where the panel
thickness is described. The maximum number is 30.
This is the list of chord fractions which define the
chordwise locations where the panel thickness is defined.
This is the number of lateral stations where the panel
thickness is defined. The maximum number is30.
This is the list of lateral surface length fraction n
where the panel thickness is defined.
This is the table of panel thickness in terms of fraction
of chord. The table is input as shown in the input format.
This is the list of longitudinal subpanel edge locations
in terms of fraction of chord.
This is the list of lateral subpanel side edge locations
in terms of n.
This is the list of panel control points in the longitudinal
direction.








This is the list of panel control points in the lateral
direction.
This is the list of exponents W for the standard lateral
constraint functions or data locations of the special
lateral constraint functions.
In these locations the special panel lateral constraint
functions are described. The input is as shown in the
input format.
In these locations the special panel longitudinal constraint
functions are described. The input is as shown in the
input format.
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_e theory and program described herein are capable of predicting surface
velocities and pressure coefficients and section, control surface, and total
configuration loads and moments for a diverse class of airplanes. In particu-
lar the source - vortex lattice with second order corrections was shown to
agree well with the exact solution for a Karman-Trefftz airfoil section. Also,
the quadrilateral vortex element predicted surface velocities which agreed
well with the exact solution for a sphere.
Because of the options built into the program simple configurations can
be input with a minimum of effort while the capability exists to input com-
plicated configurations in significant detail. The program is general enough
to analyze complete configurations at angle of attack and in side slip,
pitching motion, rolling motion, yawing motion, and with control surfaces
deflected. The configuration can be run in each of these modes to obtain
static and rotary stability derivatives or in a combination of the modes to
predict the loads and moments on the configuration while in a quasi-steady
maneuver. The program also has the capability to account for a free wake
while operating in any of the above modes.
V
Within the scope of this study a significant effort was devoted toward
understanding the limitations of and the relationships between the different
types of aerodynamic finite elements and lifting surface theories available
at present. It has been concluded that those used in this analysis are
presently the most efficient and generally available. It was also shown that
the spanwise variation of potential form drag due to both thickness and lift






Discussions of the prime numerical procedures used within the program are
given in this appendix. There are essentially three such procedures; (i)
straight line interpolation and extrapolation, (2) controlled deviation inter-
polation, and (3) Householder's simultaneous equation solution.
For straight line interpolation and extrapolation about two given points
(XI, YI) and (X2, Y2);










e' = I/(X2-XI) (4)
In the case of the controlled deviation interpolation method (CODIM) para-
bolae are used to curve fit a set of four given points (XN-I, YN-I), (XN, YN),
(XN+I , YN+I), and (XN+2 , YN+2) to obtain interpolated Y and dY/dX values for
XN g xg XN+I. Only that information, relative to this method, which is necessary
to judiciously pick input points will be discussed here. A complete derivation
is given in reference (20). ..
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Oneparabola Pl is fit through (XN-I, YN-I), (XN, YN), and (XN+I, YN+I)"
The other parabola P2 is fit through (XN, YN), (XN+I YN+I), and (XN+2 YN+2)
• • • )
This curve fitting process nnvolves the solutlon of two sets of simultaneous
equations. If,
Pl = A1X2 + BIX + C1 (s]
and







X2N= 1 XN_ 1 1
X2N XN 1





: =i< ?: .
A2 , x2N xN 1
B2 = X2N+ I XN+ 1 i








The interpolated values of Y and dY/dX between XN and XN+ I are defined by
either Pl, P2, or a linear combination of Pl and P2" The amount of Pl and P2
used in the linear combination is determined by comparing both of the parabolae
to the straight line.





dD d_ E1 + _ _ --
_,- dx ,_x ax
E2 + (1-_) d-E2dX
(18)
I Pl for X = XN
aE1P 2 + (1-a)E2Pl_ for XN X XN+1
--c_ E 1 + (1- a)E2




dX for X = XN
ax _/D-N_/ forX N x x_+1
OP2
for X = XN+ IdX
(20)
In the case of an end interval XN-1 _ x _XN; P1 is set equal to;










The parabola which has the least deviation from the straight line is given
the greatest weight. The weighting factors E1 and E2 are determined as follows:
El= Ipl S I (ii)
E2= Ip2 S I (12)
V
Th e weighted expression for Y in the range XN_X _ XN+ 1 is then;
....... =
...... ._; : :,: .... :,-,_EiPz_--(l__) E2P I
y = (13)
E1 + (i- o_) E2




av _./ @/z: - Ndx/D for D*O
N : _EIP 2 + (i-if) E2P 1










M1= XN" XN-1 (23)
M2 -
TN - TN+I
xN - xN÷I (24)
A similar procedure is followed for the other end interval XN+I_X _XN+ 2.
Householder's method for solving simultaneous equations is used in the solu-
tion of the aerodynamic influence equations. The method is applicable to both
square and rectangular influence matrices. In the case of rectangular matrices
it is not necessary to least square the equations first, since Householder's
procedure least squares and triangularizes simultaneously. Also, the influence
matrix is triangularized by means of orthogonal transformation matrices, which
preserve the conditioning of the matrix. The combination of these two advan-
tages, along with a reduction in the number of required computer operations,
greatly improves the numerical accuracy and stability of the solution over that
of the standard Gaussian reduction method.
A complete, but rather abstract, derivation of the method is given in
reference (21). The method in the subroutine has been altered from the original
to allow the operation on a single row of the matrix at a time. This reduces
the required core allocation necessary to triangularize the matrix.
A derivation of the method, developed by the writer, will be given here in
order to describe the basic philosophy of the method.
If [A] is the rectangular influence matrix, the upper triangle is given by;
....... T
[R] = [W] [A] (2,5)




The relationship between Householder's triangularized matrix JR] and that
obtained by Gaussian elimination of the least squared influence matrix [A]T[A],
iS
[G] = -[V][A]T[A]= [W][u]W[u] =- [D]JR] (26)
W
where [G] is the triangular matrix obtained by Gaussian elimination of [A]T[A].
The matrix [T] is the Gaussian transformation matrix used to triangularize
[A]T[A]. And, [D] is a diagonal matrix with the same diagonal as [R]. It can
be seen from equation (26) that a nonsquare matrix must be least squared first,
before applying the Gaussian transformation [T]. l¢nereas, the Householder
transformation matrix [W] can be applied directly. The least squared matrix
[A]T[A] is usually more illconditioned than [A], and therefore, less accurate
results are obtained.
In the Householder method [W] is equal to the product of N+I individual
orthogonal transformation matrices, where n equals the number of unknowns.
_ere are N+I transformations because the augmented influence matrix, made up
of the influence matrix itself plus the boundary condition matrix, added on as
the last column, has N+I columns. Each transformation results in reducing all
elements below the diagonal to zero for one column. The columns are reduced
from left to right.
The individual transformation matrices [W]m are defined by;
[W]m= ([I] - 2 {Ulm {ulTra) (27)
wh_re [I] is a unit diagonal matrix and [U]m is a column matrix defined by the
unit vector_ m = (am -_'m_m)/ _m" The vector am is defined by the mth column
of [6] where the elements on rows less than m are replaced by zeros. The unit
vectbr_ m is defined by a column matrix [V]m with all zeros except for the mth.
row, which is equal to one. The constants a m and 8 m are defined as,
--Ilaa I (28)
/_m "_ v/2°_m(°Im- _In'Fim) (29)
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It can be... w_sho that [am] is reduced to [l am} I tyrol if laml is premultiplied by
([I] -21Umllu_T). Also', that the first m-i rows of
[Wm_l] [Win_21 ... [Wl][A] (30)
remain unchanged by the mth transformation. The result after m transformations
is then zeros below the diagonal for the first m columns and IIall[, IIal21, ... ,
IIa}m_21, llalm_ll, [alm[ on the diagonal. The elements above the diagonal have
been defined by the m preceding transformations and will remain unchanged for
the N+l-m remaining transformations.
([I] 2IUm}{am} T) {am} = llam}ilv m} (31)
-- (_n- °Zm Vm)/IXm or {Uml-- ({aml -am{Vml)/tXm (32)
a m = i lamll (33)
and
ixm = _/2am(am - _m'Thn) or iXm = _/:2am(a m -lamlTIvml) (34)
,,,_.t
remain to be proved. It is helpful in the derivation of equation (31) if the
vector identity
i%l + 2(%.%)% : % (35)
is observed from the following vector diagram.
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= (a-.mlm - 2 UmUm) _m (38)
where _miAm and UmUm are dyadics, The unit vector im is in the direction of am"
Nluation (38) can then be written in matrix notation as follows;
V
([I] - 2 {U}m{u}Tm){a}m = I{a}ml{V}m (39)
which is equal to equation (31) In matrix or tensor notation it becomes
evident that the dimensions of ]alm)lVlm)and [ulm are not limited to three.
I I II I I'"
o_m = Ilam}l (40)
and.
_tm = 2 {am}Tiara} (41)
Then if equation (31) is premultiplied by [amlT
{amjT{am} - 2(am}Tlum}lum}Tlam} = I{am}llam}T{vm } (42)
LL _E
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_2m = _m {am} Vml (43)
or
_m = _2_m(_m" lam}TIvm }) (44)
In vector notation equation (44) is seen to be equal to;
8m = vf2_m(_ m _m" am) (45)
Also, if equation (44) is substituted back into equation (31)




_2am(a m - {am}T{vml)
(47)






SKEWED SOURCE-VORTEX LCTTICE INFLUENCE EQUATIONS
f
The general form of the skewed source and vortex lattice influence
equations was derived in appendices B and C of reference (26), respectively.
These equations will be specialized to the case where the inboard and outboard
sweep angles for a given horseshoe are equal. The perturbation velocity due to
a skewed vortex is then given by the following equations.
u,_ uv
= v-7 el)
IVv I AZ V ( WV )
v_k< = aVv v_ v_ ,, (23
v=, V&Yv _/aYv22 + AZv2 + AZv2
-- <
@ w@wL _zv Vv _,v
-- _ ---+ (3)
AYv2 + AZv 2 2 + AZ V2
Where AY v and Z_Z. are the changes in Y and Z across the width of the
v
horseshoe 9ortex, respectively.

























(II + i) (I4 + I)
RI 2 R3 2 R2 2
(12 + 13) 1
(s)
(Y - /'3 Yv )(I4 + 1)
2
v R3
(_+./3 Yv )(Ii + I)
2
R1























Et_r = Z (term 1) (13)
EVv = Z-[-_(term 1) + (term 2) (term3)] (13)








)2 -(X+T YV + (Y+ yv)2 + _-2] 1/2
Y+TX+flYp_
[(X + T Yv )2 + (_ + /_
ci°+




+ )2 £2] 1/2[(x- T yv) 2 (Y-J3 Yv +
X- TY v
[(X- T Yv) 2 + (V- fl Yv 3 2+ _-2] 1/2
X + TYv, '
R5












RI2 _- (¥+ B>,v )2 +_2




R32 : (_- /3yv )2 + _-2 (21)
R42 (X" - T Yv v (22)
= - )2 + (_ + /_ Y v )2 + _-2R52 (X + T y v (23)
and











AZv(Z q - ZV)









where (Xv, YV, ZV) and (Xq, Yq, Zq) are the locations of the influencing point
and the point being influenced respectively, i'
The elen_ents of [A X ] , [Ay_ , and [Az_ ar_ computedfor a unit strength
of r/V_.





















vs ( z /v_ )Ev s
v_ 4_









Eus = T (term 4) + 1 (X - TY)(term 1) (35)
_i+¥ 2 ¢ i+¥ 2
L .-
1 T -
Evs = (tern 4) (X - TY)(term I) (36)
1 + T2 _-1 + _2
BWS : %/1 + _-2 _ (term 1) (37)
and where
I I
term 4 .... (38)
R4 R5
_J
The elements of [Sx] , [Sy] , and [Sz] are computed for a unit strength
of Z/V_. The influences of both the vortices and sources at the quarter
chord of the subpanel are computed simultaneously due to the similarity in the
vortex and source influence equations.
_o_ t_ Izl __2y v , set Z = 0 and if both
(39)
and
2+ (7_p Y. )2] (40)
_j
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are less than (0.08716)2, and [Y[ >8Yv ' then use;
1
(X - T yv)2 + (__ /3 yv )2 (X÷ Tyv) 2 + (Y'÷ Byv )2
(41)
in place of (term i)
_f lvl --_,,
• p







QUADRILATERAL VORTEX INFLUENCE EQUATIONS
The Biot-Savart law can be used to calculate the influence of a finite
vortex segment on a point in three-dimensional space. The incremental change
in induced velocity at a point in space due to an incremental change in length
of a finite vortex is given by the following expression.
K COS _ d_
dq = 4rrh (I)
where;
K = Vortex strength
h = Perpendicular distance from the vortex segment to the point in
space.
= Angle between the line formed by h and a line from the field point
to a point on the vortex segment.
q = Velocity induced by the finite vortex segment perpendicular to the
plane formed by h and the vortex segment.




Figure C-1 " Velocity induced by finite vortex segment.
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is given by the following equation after equation ( been integrated
from #i to Of,








COS O_ = _
v
The vector h is determined such as it satisfies !he conditions of being
perpendicular to_- and,equal to the vector s_nn h = Rf -a%" where "a"
defines the length of h.
-Since;
and













After substituting "a" into equation (3), h is defined as;
Rf • s
h = Rf s
S ' S
(7)
Also, a unit vector _ in the direction of q is seen to be equal to;
_f
X S
The magnitude and direction of q are then expressed in terms of the
coordinates of the control point (Xa, Y , Z and theq q_ ^ end^points of the vortex
segment (Xi, Yi, Zi) and (Xf, Yf, Z_). If i, j, and k are defined as unit
vectors in the X, Y, and Z directions respectively, then;
V
_._ .._ _-%
S = Sf S. =1 (Xf - Xi) 1 + B(Yf - Yi ) j + fl(Zf-Zi ) _
_i = s.1 - Q = (Xi - Xq) i + B(Yi Yq)j + B(Z'I - Zq)
(9)
and
= sf - Q = (Xf - Xq) i + _ (Yf Yq) _ + B (Zf Zq) k (10)
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(xf - Xq,)(xf x_)%a2(yf, yq)(Yf Yi) , a2czf _ zq)(zf - zi)
2
(Xf - Xi) _ + 02(Yf - Yi) ÷ 02(Zf Zi )2
01)
and the components of h by,
h x = (Xf - Xq) -
(Xf - Xq)(Xf - Xi) + [Yf - Y j (Y.-Yi) B 2 + (Zf - Zq)(Zf - Zi) B 2]
"- (Xf- Xi)2 * (Yf -q'Yi) t2 0 2 + (gf' _ Zi)2, B2 ] (Xf - X i)
h
Y
. _ (Xf - Xq)(Xf-X i) + (Yf - Yq)(Yf- Yi ) B 2 ÷(Zf-Zq) (Zf-Zi)B 2
_ _ 2 02 . 82(Yf Yq) (Xf Xi)2 + (Yf Yi ) + (Zf Zi)2
(Yf - Yi)
(12)
hz = (Zf - Zq) -
(Xf - Xq)(Xf-× i) + ¢2(yf _ yq)(yf_ yi) ÷02(Zf. Zq)(Zf - Zi)
(Xf Xi)2 + #2(yf . Yi)2 . B2(Z£ _ Zi)2
(zf - zi)
The magnitude of q is found by substituting
a_'l - 2÷ _z÷ hz








(Xf - Xi)(X i - Xq) + fl2(yf . yi)(Yi _ yq) + /32(Zf _ 2i)[Zi . aq)
_(Xf Xi)2 _2 - yi )2 /3"(Zf 2 _i Xq)2 132 _ yq)2 , /32(Zi . Zq)2- ÷ (Yf + _ " Zi) - + (Yi
(13)
(Xf - Xij(X f - Xqj + fl2(yf _ yi)(yf . yq) + /_2(3 f _ 2i)(Zf _ .q)
" _fXf- Xi/2 + /32(Yf - Yi) 2 /32(2f - Zi)2 %/_f-Xq )2 ÷ /32(Yf - yq)2 . /32(Zf- 2q)2
\
The components of the vector q are then given by the multiplication of the
components of equation (8) by I q [.
i _][(Yf- Yq)(Zf- Zi) -(Zf- Zq)(Yf-Yi )] B2
qx = %...i"
qx = I _X_'I
(14)








+ [(×f- Xq)O'f- Y i) - (Yf - Yq)(Xf - Xi)]#2 I
q'hevelocity induced at a control point by a vortex segment is then given by
equation (14). Since a curved vortex can be represented by a number of
straight segments, this equation can be used to compute the induced flow pro-
duced by a vortex of arbitrary shape.
The components of velocity induced by a quadrilateral vortex can be
_itten as ratios computed by the product of influence matrices and the
vortex strengths.
m= . 1 t=lax]I t (16)
]I: Ay
(17)
and lw/ [W_ : Az






fl 2[cos -cos_ ] [(Yf- Yq)(Zf- Zi)- (Zf Zq)(Yf - Yi )]
4_ I -_I I _X_'I
(19)
N
# [cos - cos a ] [(Xf-Xi)(Zf-Zq) -(Zf-Zi)(Xf-Xq) ]
4_ I _II _x_'l
(2O)
and
- cos e] [ (Xf - Xq) CYf - Yi ) - CYf - Yq)(Xf - Xi) ]
4_ I gll_Xgl
(21)
The l_ sign indicates that the contributions from all of the sides of the





The equations wil] be derived for supersonic flow first, then for
subsonic flow in subappendix A.
Preliminaries
Generalized potential function. If
2







2 ,r ;_x . _ + a v, l er dS
+
= : : =
X-
¢ = COS h -1
/_ N/(y-r_) 2 + (z-_) 2
v = -fl nl, n2, n 3 = v '








Region of integration. - In the (_, _ ,_) coordinate system the plane of
the semi-infinite triangmlar surface is determined by _ = a_. The lines _/: o
and _ = m[ are the projections in the [, _ plane of the triang]e edges. The
area of integration in equation (I) lies on the semi-infinite triangle and is
within the Mach forecone from the point (x, y, z) given by_<x and
(x_[)2 > /32(y__)2 + /32(z__)2" The surface integral is carried out by inte-
grating first over [ and then over _.
The _ integration goes from the leading edge _ = _i = 11/m to the inter-
section of the Hach forecone with the semi-infinite triangle, _ = _2(11), where
since _ = a_, (x-_2)2 = /32(y__)2 + /32(z-a[2 ) . The _ integration goes from
•_ = o to the intersection of the blach forecone the leading edge where _ = 113"
Thus,
2
(x _) 2 /32( )2 2 ( a_3.)
- = Y- 113 + 8 \z m "
- \
Thus






(x - _j2) 2 = /3 2(y _11)2 + /32 (z a_2 )2 (._)
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(r/3 rex)2 = /32m2(n3- y)2 + /32(aq3 - mz)2
These relations may be manipulated into other forms.
[(_3 - y) - flax y)]2 = /32m2(n 3 y).2 + /32[a(r/3 - y) + (ay - mz)]2
OY
y)2{1 /32(a2 + m2) l - 21(rex - y) + fl 2a (ay - mz) 1 (r/3 y)
+ (rex - y) 2 2 2/3 (ay - mz) = 0
-:Thus on the forecone
1 P 2(a 2 + m2)] (r/3 y) =
2
(rex - y) + /3 a(ay - mz)
1
-_/I(mx - y) + fl2a(ay- mz)] 2 _ p2(ay - mz)2]




-] (rex- y)* /3 2a(ay- mz)]
ax) 2 + (1 f12a2)] (rex - y)
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i fi2(a2 + m2)]_3 m(x _ 2az ) _ f12 2_ = - my
- /3m _(mx - y)2 + (z - rex) 2
2 2
/3 (ay - mz)
(6)
Or starting from (4) again after mu]tiplying by (I 2a2)
(] _ fi2a2j(_3 _ n_x)2 = /32m2(i _ /32a2 )(T/3 y)2
/3 2a2)[a(n3 -'rex) - m(z
wh ich becomes
2
(1 - P 2a2) ('0 3 rex) 2 + 2/32am(z - ax)(1 - _2a2)(rl 3 - mx)
2
+ [/_2am] (z ax) 2 = f12m2[(1 fl 2a2)(_ 3 y)2 + (z - ax) 2]
0!"
('1 2a2) (r_3 rex) + ,82am(z - ax)]2
= fl 2m2[( 1 _ _2a2)(.03 _ r)2 + (z - mx)2[
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or
[r/3(1 - _3 2a2) - m(x - /3 2az)] 2 2 2 2a2) += _ m ](1 - _ (_3 -y)2 (z
(7)
Surface Distribution of Sources
Boundary conditions. - For a distribution of sources on the plane
= a[ we will assume
(a) ¢ = _' (8)
3_' a_ a¢ v a_'.' _' v3'




fi2a(u - u') + (w - w') l
2 [gO+ p2a_] const
_Fl+a 2
In equation (I), if we set _ = ¢, then (a) says the second_integral
vanishes and (b) means the quantity a¢/_v + _'/av' may be removed from the
integral. These assumptions may be checked after the integration is performed.
The statement Woodward makes on the bottom of page 17, of reference (55),
u' = -u and w' = -w is not true and not necessary.
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- e
Evaluation of the.integra] over_ .
surface distribution of sources is,




- The integral which results for a
d_




(x -_)z _ #z(:,._n)z fl2(z a/j) 2
-I




(× - s ) ,a _ _- o, ( _ ..2_)
,_" [ o -/3 T" _('7--_)'- ".(_- 0.,,)"]





AI CI i I+ A -c
A+c A-c













_/_.r since _rom Eq (3)
(x - % 2) 2 _ p2 (y _q )2 + p




_/(x- - )2 p2% )2 2 (y_ n - (z - a_)
(10)





Evaluation of the Integral over 'I To evaluate equation (11) we must








4k' - aq' 4kk' - {'k _
.=










Now we can write
2 ! i
-n [g f - _ gf]
- B 2m2 [m (x _,2az) - y (I - _2a2)] [I - _2a2) ( _] - y)2 + (z - ax) 2]
÷ _2m2 y (I - _2a2) { [m (× - _2az) - y (I - _2a2)] ( n- y) l
÷ _2m2 (z - ax) 2 I_ (I - _2a2) - [m (x - _2az) - y (I - _2a2)] [
= _32m2 [m (x - _ 2az) - y (i - 132a2)] [(I - _2a2) [ ,I- y)2 + [z - a.x)2]
i. _ .,
i
÷ p2m2 (I - _2a2) [ y [m (x - p2az) - y (i - _2a2)] * (z - ax) 2 I (_ - Y)
J + _2m2 [z - ax) 2 I y (i - _2a2) - [m (x - _2az) - y (I - _2a2)] ]
And since from the integration by parts
Y 4-k f 2'
4.k n (g f - gg,_f.j, dr/
--k + g2 / f2 g2
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Z:: _ * [= (x - f,_az), y (I - CZa2)] f' d,
(141
: -'_ 2:: :ZZ : 7 "





In our case expanding the denominator gives
A - (1 - 02az) [1 - _,2 {a2. m2)1
B = [-m (x - ¢2a:) ° _2mZY] (! " [:2aZ)




2az) - n (I - _2a2)] - - +
-I
Z_ i . _2 Ca2 ÷m2)] (X - _2z)
The last integral in equation (14) may be evaluated using the method
described in Appendix A o£ reference (55).
If
From Appendi< A of reference (_);




(A + By) dv
+ e')_ _/"av 2 + 2by + c
V
AbV + BY 3
V4 + b2e 2
-I
tan






2( _4 + b2e 2 )
-(vx2 +I_2) • ve v/iav2 + 2bv,c
-(vY* , be') - Ifc ¢&v_+_.bv.c
(IS)
From equation (14) a_ can write
[m (x fl2az) - r_ (1 32a2)] - ;3 22 [(1 f12a2) ( ¢1 - Y)2
= (1 - p2a2) [1 - #2 (a 2 +
- 2Ira (x - fl2az) y 'i p2a2)] (
2
+ [m (x -.fl2az) - y (1 - _2a2)]
÷ (z ax) 2]
m2) ] ( _9 :) 2





Therefore if we factor out a (l B 2a2) we can _rite the denominator as
B2a2)3/2 (v2 e2} _VA_ "" (I - + 2 + 2by + c
BZm 2 [(1 - OZa2) ( n - y)2 • (z . ax)21
where
= [1 - B2 (a2 + m2)]
b = [m (x - /32az) y (1
c = { [m (x - /32az) y (1
-l/z
e = (z - ax) (1 /32a2)
/32a2) ]
2 2m2 2/32a2)] - /3 (z - ax) ](1 B2a 2)
-'I
V = rl-y
Referring to equation (17)
^ 2 m_x - B 2az) "_7 (1 - B Za2)]




e (1 - pZa2)-
02m2 (z - ax) 2 - [1 - F2 (a 2 • m2)] (z - ax) 2
(1 - B 2a2)
4 b2e 2+ (c - _e 2)
Therefore we can choose
3,2+
(1 - /32a2) - e (1 B ]
= 0
y 2 2 2a 2)= e (1-/3
or
v = (z- ax)
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(zo)
Using this the ntazerator of the second integral in (12) becomes
)
..... . ,2 l, c,- ,2a2_.bl • _, _2_l -y_. ,' I'
-1
.... z _Nerefore from (18) the coefficient of tan
- .. _- _._- : .... (i - [4.+bZeZ)
ax) and Y 2 2= e (1 - a2a2)
is
•,,,cl - _zz) { Q bz,_]+ 1 - tYza'l
m
0.- _z.233/_[ Q'_lb2"'z ]
:2_; v-- (z
Using (19) and (18) again the coefficient of
5 2a2 )
_._7_[Y (1 B + b] + be 2 "/(I - B2a z)
: = : _- e (7 4 + bZe 2) (I _2a2)312
= _ [-'),
.... 7- :_:--(z -_x)







T -i( =_L ; " ;
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And from (,9) )
(1 B2a2) [gv2 + 2by + c]
2
= [m (x - B2az) - (v + y) (1 - B2a2)] B2m 2 [1 fl2a2)v 2 + (z - ax) 2]
KJ
_,2 by = (z ax) 2 + v [m (x fl2az) - y (1 - f12a2)] - (v_ '2 + be 2)
-(v8 2 + be 2) = { [m (x - _2az) - y (i - B2a2)] - v (I - B 2a2) I (z - ax) 2
(1- _2a2)
Therefore
tan ÷ 2by * c tan - - + (z - ax) 2]
•_-bv ¢I- B2,z ](,-,_)a+ ()_.y) [.(:_. B2,z) .y(1. _2,2}I]
A V_







2 2a2 ) 2(z - a_x) tan-1 (z - a.x) [n ('x - fl 2az] - )1 (l - f12a2)] _ f12 2 [(l -_1 ( rl- y] + (z - a_) 2]
/1 _22
_ _ V,_._2 l(z-_)2+{_-_) b(x-_<_:)->'(_- _-_)1}
Differentiation of the indefinite integral over _ . - Equation (21) may










( t_ - >,) [i - _322)
m (x - /32az) - 71 (I - _32_2)]-_ /32m2 [{I - /32a2) [ n - >,)2÷ Cz - _)2] [(I - 8 22) ( _ o >,)2÷ (= _ _c)2]





+ [, ,+'_+'+">][ +-_t>
+' [, _'¢+'+,-'+][ _+-+-)+-
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[t - B2 (a 2 +m2)]
Ira - fl [(_- • (z - - B (ay -flZa:) . fl2m2y • T] I1 - fl (a2 ÷ m2)]l Z Zm2 y)C" Z
2(x TO() 2 ]
_[1 - B z (a2+ mZ)] (! _ _Za2 )
_2az) - _ (1 - _2a2)]_ - /_2n,2 [(l - _Za2) C _- y)2 • (: . a._32]
This is because, using (5)
(24)
• (1 - /_2a2) Im (× fl2a:) )" (t /_ 2a2) l] p2 (a2 m-)} ( n y) t 2 ....
..... * - - fl m" (1 - fl'a') (: - axe"
2 4n 4
- flZm2 [_ (× - ;J ?az) - y (J. - ._ 2a?)) ÷ ¢3 t: - a.x_
[1 - fl" (a 2 * 2)] I [m (x - /_ 2az) - y (! - fl "a')] - Z (l - fl _-) [_._ [x - # "a:) - >. (l - e 2_')1 ( _ :-_.
* (1 - B2a2) [1 - fl " (a 2 ", m21 ( e - :,92 - fl . ,. - &,_)"
2 _ _ _ _ y)2] 2 2 2 _ 2][! - _ (a" * n,')] I |m Cx - 0 2az) y (l - fl'a') - (1 - f12a2) ( _ - - fl m [(1 - fl 2a2) ( , - y)" , (: - ax)




g = gff' -
+ i f (f2 g2)
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= (z - ax) [m (x- fleaz) - n (1 - _2a2)1
ffl = - (z - ax) 2 (1 - f12a2) I [m (x - fl2az) - rl
fl 2m2 [(1 -
(1 - fl 2a23] +
2a2 ( n - y)2 + (z - ax) 2]
f12m2 ( ,1 - y) ]
g = /-_/1 - f12a2 [(z - ax) 2 + ( _- y) [ra (x -
I _/ 2a2g = 1 - fl [m (x - 132az) - y (1 - f12a2)]
fl2az) - y (1 - f12a2)] [
V
gff, _ g, f2
[z - ax) 2 \F" f12a2
_ (1 - f12a23 [m (× - fl2az) - rl (1 - /32a2) ÷ f12m2 ( _ - y)] I (z - _)2 + ( n " y) [m (x - fl2az] - y (1 - f12a2]]]
* [m (x - fl2az) - y (1 - _2a2)] [ [rn (x - fl 2az) - n [I - f12a2)12 - f12m2 [(1 - flZa2) ( n- ),)2 + (z - ax)21]
- (z - ax) 2 [ [rn (x - fl2az) - '1 (1 - fl 2a2)] (1 - /3 2a2) * fl2ra2 (1 - 0 2a2) ( '1- y) - B 2m2 Ira (x - ,eZa:) - y (1 - f12a2)][
+ [m (x - B2az) - n (l - fl 2a2)] [rn (x - fl2az) - y (1 - flZaZ)] i m (x - fl2az) - n (1 - flZa2) * ( n- Y) (I - fl 2aZ) I
1
= [m (x - fl2az) - n (1 - B2a2)] [ [m (x - e2az) - y (1 - a2aZ)" + [1 - f12 (a z + m2)] (z - ax) 2 I
B
-_ 2
f_+g (: - :Lx)2 [
2
• ") 7'
8 _ln_ [(1 - 3":_, (, ,_ - v_" + (z - ] t
+ L1 . ;i-;1-'_ tZ :L\'I " t '1 ?"'_ [::: tx " .: .,_Z_ . v _i - 3 -,t'_] i
(z - ax) 2 [m (x - fl2az) - y (1 - fl _a')] * ( n . y)2 (1 -fl';a "_) [l - fl _ (a 2 + m_)] - ¢_m" (z - ax)" li
+ (1 - f12a2 [ (z - ax) 4 + ( n - y)2 [m (x - fl2az) - y (1 - fl 2a2)]2 l
2
= (z - ax)2 [m (x - /3 2az) - y (1 - fl 2a2)]
2
* (1 - f12a2) (T/ - y)2 [m (x - fl 2az) - y (1 - fl 2a2)]
2
[(1 - fl 2a2) ( "_ - y]2 + (z - ax) 2 I I [m (x - fl 2az) - y (1 - fl 2a2)]
J':i :
+ [I - /3 2 (a2 + m2)] (z - ax)2 ]
+ [1 - B 2 (a 2 + m2)] (z - ax) 2






I • B"-"I_- * [7 - _ , r,f,- . _ . _22 [c_ - _2_z)C_- y)2 • C:- _,)z]
(2_)
Combining (2Z), (24), and (25)
91 91 "' -
,, . C z - ax)
. (z * 1_')2 [m{x- lllZlll,Z). ',_['l.- _lZj] I x
-1
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Evaluation of'the definite integral. - From (6) and (7)
m (x - fl2az) - N3 (i - _2a2) = 8m V(l - f12a2)(n3 . y)2 ÷ (z - ax) 2 (6)
m (x - a2az) - _2mtY " [1 - #Z(a2 + mX)]n 3-- Bra _ - y)2 + (z - ax) 2 - B2(ay - raz)z (7)
Therefore _Z--A_),(7)_ (z_ _ 4 _ J-_ terms in equation (21)
are zero when N = N 3" 14o_¢everthe tau "I term cm_ be either zero or _+_ when
= N3, depending upon whether ti_edenom_mtor is greater or less than zero.
If it is _reater thm_ zero the limit is zero as N -. N3" _ (21} when
Q
v
(z - a.x) 2 + (n 3 - YJ [m(x - _2az) - y[l - t_2a2)]
. ti_" _Zc_2+=Z)lc'-" _)2 + [,_c_- _2_:_.y_. _.,+z_. _, Vc___,___,,__t_".!±__.(_- =_I[_ z_-2Ja_-:_"_!_
1 - #2Ca2 ÷ m2}
- It - _'_la z ° _2]1 .
(26)
Now if we exmnine thc mm_erator of (26) and use (5)
(1 - f12a2)2 [(tin( - y)2 + (z - ax) 2 - /_2(ay - ,n:) 2] - 82m 2 [m(x - B2az) - y (1 - _2a2)]2
= (1 - _Za2) [z aZ(ae*m2)] [(r=,_ -y)Z . _z(a_ _ mz)2] ÷ [(1 - pZaZ)e - #_n4] (z - ax) 2






(i- _2a2)2 - _4m4 = (i- _2a2 - f12m2)(l- f12a2 + f12m2)
But if 1 - _2(a2 + m2) > 0 then from (27)
(1 - f12a2) _mx - y)2 + (z - ax} 2 - /_2(ay - mz) 2 > Bm Im(x - B2az) - y(1 B2a2) l
d (26) shows that the denominator of the tan -I term is > 0. But if
_- _2(a2 + m2) < 0 then (27) shows
(1 - f12a2) _/(rax - y)2 + (z - ax) 2 - B2(ay - mz)2 < /3m m(x- B2az)- y(t- .82a2) I
and the denominator of the tan -I term is > 0 if and only if
m(x - _2az) -y(l _2a2) > 0 u
But
m(x- ¢2azj- y(l _2a2) = mix- V _y ' 2a2 )y2 + z2] + /3m 2 + z2 _ B",mnz - y(1 - /3
But we can also write
p2m2 (y2 + z2) _ [B2amz + y(1 - f12a2)]2
= [a2(a2 + m2) _ l]y2 + f12m2z2 - B2m2B2a2z2_ 2B2(1- fl2a2)asW z + B2a2(1- _,2a2)y2
= [ B2( a2 + m2) l]y 2 + /32(1 - B2a 2)(m2z 2 - 2 cu,r/: + a_y _)
= [fig( a2 + m2) - iJy 2 + B2(l - ¢2a2)(mz - ay) 2 > 0 if 1 - P_(a _ + ,n') _ 0
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And therefore
tim _y2 + z2 _
_2amz- y(l- _2a2) > 0
and
m(x- fl2az) y(l- _2a2)> 0
if
1 - B2(a 2 + m2) < 0
and
x > /3(y2 + z2)
Therefore inside the Mach cone from the origin x2 > f12(y2 + z2) we have
(z - ax) 2 + (N3 y) [m(x - fl2az) - y(l - f12a2)] > 0 (28)
and therefore because of (6) and (28)
(z - ax) V[m( x _ fl2az ) _ _3(1 _ /_2a2)]2 _ B2m21(1 _ /32a2)(_3 _ y)2 + (z - ax) 2]
tan- _ , , _ O
41
_ 1(7- J2+ -y{t- I
If we change the sign of the denominator we would get _ for z >ax and
-_ for z<ax. However when we evaluate the term when N = 0 and subtract, the
result is the same.
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"I
Therefore if we evaluate (21) for )7 = 0 we get for (Ii)
(x, y, z) =
_3
A
? -- /i % I_ L • % _- t I,
0
\
(z - ax) tan_ 1
1 - _ 2a2
m(z a.x) V-x 2 - B2(y 2 + z 2)
y[(y - rex) - B2a (ay - mz)] + (z - ax) 2
Y % - _ __xL,,(_.,D]()_B),L. )2V 1 _ B2a2 _-_kl
(29)
',.....J
Evaluation of the velocity components. - The velocity con>onents may nov.' be
obtained b)" differentiation of the velocity potential. Howevcr, M]oever attempts
to take partial derivatives of (29) is in for a long days work. But the partial
derivatives of (29) may be obtained quite simply if it is noted that all ten:uq
in the ex>ressions for the velocity components must have coefficients involving
either j_ or tm_ -I. This is easily" sho_m by differentiating the ex_pression
for ¢ given by (Ii).
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%o
- _¢,-W') [c..',,-'z)'-d -" ('_-:W-,_'r...,
o
n3 m (r_ -_,)[)u(x- _'2az)- n(l- 1_2a2)1(1- ¢2a2)
_ + 02a'_ " (1 - _2a2)(_ " y) 2 ÷ (z - ax) 2
. _ / . dn
,i - _ . '__-_" _2a--2- o _t[s_(x B2az) n (l _32a2312 B2,.,,2[(1 /_2a2)(r/ ).3' ",(z ax) 2]
_ --: ...... ± --
, __ However this integral expression for u involves integrals of the sa_e fo_.n
-_-.....__ in(l_j.- (16), or (18). A closer examination sl_ows that the resulting %
- -=== or t-m_-i ter_s will have argm_,ents which are identical with those for O,
--_ ait_ough-the coefficionts may be different. Therefore all expressions must
[ - -- i_;e¢i_er--_ or tan -I terms. The same arguments cm_ be made for the
I -_--_--_=-'___'_-- = _ =.= - _
" -----_ _ aT:ct W velocl[y componenl:s.
I
' With this in mind the partial derivatives of ¢ can be obtained from (29)
by differcntiating only the coefficients of the _d and tm_ -1 ten_. Differ-
entiation of the tan-1 or J_ ten_s will not yield other tan-1 or _
terms m_d therefore the sum of these terms must give zero. Therefore
u = _8¢ = "-;+ ¢2a5 a tan -I ,n(z - ax) V_ 2 _ _2(y2 + z2)
__-'- 8X _(i - /_2a2) y[(y - rex) - /32a(ay - mz)] + (z - ax) 2
Z _ /_2(a2 + m2) x-_'(._...._)-_/[,-_'(.',o)][x'-_'(_'÷_')]
Constant Pressure Surface
Boundary Conditions. - In (i) we can set _ = u
Assume that on S
(a)
(b)
u - u' = const
BuY 1
OU +-- = 0
(30)
Now since
8u _2a 8u 1
+ a + a
8u__._J= - _2a 8u + -i 8u






__ 18u +_u---i'= _ a 8 (u - u') +
av By' V 2 8_ _/ 2l+a l+a
= 0
Now from (a), u - u' = const on S implies that on S
a (u - u') = 0
and
u') + a=f_-_(u - u') = 0
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This meansthat since
a (u - u') + (u - u') = 0
and ..........
_: L : = C L2 = : ? - _ z- _=- KL ::





•_ (u - u') + a3-%-(u - u')
l-_2a# 0
= 0
"3_.i_.._ 8(u - u') - 8 (u u') = 0 on S(u - u') = a_ a_
Note that assumptions (a) and-_b-)--in (30) are independent assumptions.
(a) Says that (u - u') is constant on S
. .C_.C--U:-.':
(b) Effectively says that the'd6"-#-ivativeof u - u' in a direction
normal to S is zero.











If we examine the normal velocity on S
-au + w
= 1.1_
Un _1 2 n+ a
3w 3u
then since due to irrotationality _¢_ = _---;








1 + a _-(u n + u n) = -aT_-(u - u') + (u -.u') - 0
and therefore the source strength, if any,
Evaluation of the integral over _
is constant.
The integral to be evaluated is,
¢(x,y,z)= --
2 fi2 (x - _,) (z - ag_)
+(y -n)2 (z - a¢_"





f12a2 [(z.- a_)2 + (y-,)2]- (z- a%)2 + (: - aO{: - ax )





(z - a%) 2
(z - ag)(z - ax) + (y -n)2
+ (y _.)2] _/(x -g32 2 (y _rl}2 . /32 (: - a__)
(1- fl 2a2) AP
4naq_
d_
_/(x __.)2 _ 02 (y _,/)2 _ f12 (z - aO 2
d,
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Except for the coefficient, the second integral is identical to the
integral obtained for a surface distribution of sources. It has already
been evaluated [see (9)]. The first integral over _ is easy to evaluate,
[{z - ax)(z - a_) + (y - _ )2]dE...(y_ . )2, Cz-a_)2] _/_-_ )2_ B2 cy- _)_ _2 c_-a_)
This can be verified by differentiating, _c )
_r = x-_
p_?. 1. 41- -





(z - a g)2
(z a_) 2 + (y n)2
- - - a (x - f)(z - af)
.  i2] 2 _ _2 (z a _ )2 p2 (y-n)
(z - a/_ )2
Cz
2
ax)(z-a_) + (y- n)
+ (y - rl)2] ¢(xL..-
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)2 _ /32 (z - a f)2 2 2B (y -r;)
=
Since from (3)






(z - ax)(z - a_) + (y - q)




The second integral was evaluated previously for a surface distribution of
sources.
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Evaluation of the indefinite integral over _] . _e first integral in
(32) must first be integrated by parts.
k.
1. It "L 1. _"
_---- (_-'1) + _ (-,-'*-_,-7)
, +_-x.,/)" -/_ ('6-1) - f_ (,_z -,,-/)
gg' =
-- - " r -
4,k J,t- a_/




, -o:,. o' c. -,_]} (33)
•o_.-_ ,].m2_ -y,[c_-_,. _-o ,]}
B2!-m Ca'I- mz)(z-ax).m z (,7-y) Cm "y)]!
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m 22m2 [m fro×- y)- a (z- ax)] {az +my) 7/ + (a2-_ m2) [: {:- ax)- y (,m.x- y]_l
÷
• (a2 + mZl
• -q l
[I_ [In (I_X -- _" )--a (Z--_X )] In _ ()' 2 l
l
But
m {_x - y) - a (z - ax)] (az , 7ny)+ (a2 + m2)[z (z_ ax)l y {1[( . y}]




* _) -_. (_-_) -_ C.._-_) z
_--_-_) - _'¢_.,x-_) -_ _. t_.a),._,<.,,_,_) _
C_-_- 7 ) - y'C,.,,-,-__"-_',.,,','(_- _)"- _._(.-,a-° _ )_-
(a z • mz) J _ -
d_
- - - (,1 - ),)2
The first integral in (34) may be evaluated using (16) because,
m
2
Cx - _2az} n (1 _2a2)] - B2m2 [(1 - /_2a2)(n, y)2 + (z ax) 2]
?] :
Therefore usin| (16} and (-_5)
(,,., . q)Z . 11._ (.,,q . r:)Z . IZiiZ (N - y)l









The last term in equation (34) must be changed to the fore of equation (18)
in order to be evaluated. We can write
2 2 - 2 2(an - mz) 2 + m (_ y) = (a2 +m 2)_ - 2m (az + my)_ +m -{y2+ z23_
 a2.[ m • ]a2•m22 m2 [(a 2 + m 2)(y2 + z2) _ (az + my) 2]+ 2 2a + m
(a2 + m2) [ _-
2
2 mz) 2
m a(aZ2++mmy)]2J + m(a(aY2+-m 2) '
Now we introduce a change of variables. Let
Therefore
m (az + my)
u = _ 2 2
a + m




(a 2 + m2) u + m 2 (ay - mz) 2 1
(a2 + m2) 2 J
u + m (az + my) - mx (a 2 + m2)





mz) 2 _ 2m2 ( "0 y) 2
[_ _ _a'-+m_lu_ ..... , _ a 2 m2+ 2m (az +my) -_ ( + ) u
(a 2 + m2)
-:__7-m
[ ---- __
i _- ...... -..
I _
, -_ - NoT:----(i-8)-can be usa.
I
2
2) m2 [(az my) x (a 2 + m2)]f12m2 (ay - mz) 2 (a 2 + m + +
(a 2 + m2)
(39)
Let
............ ---_ -_--z:.--- -. ^ _-- /32 2 2)
. -- a = 1- (a +m
& "-¢=-'-
__ .'b = ....
___ (a 2 + m2)
.... - __ 7__ -_:-_-:
- _-- .... . _
--_:-==--- _->-_ 52m2 (ay - mz)
m [a (z - ax) - m (_ - Y)I
I





(a 2 + m2)
m (ay - mz)
e = (a 2 + m2 )
(40)
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and referring to (17)
^2
C - ae =
2 2[- m (ay - mz)2 + m m (rex - y) -
2
a (z - ax) ]
2
(a 2 + m2)
b2e 2
2 [m (rex y)m
2
"I
a (z - ax)J m2 (ay - mz)
4
(a 2 + m2)
4 2 _ b2e 2+ (c - _e2) _/
2 m2 (ay - mz)2
2
(a2 + m2)





(a 2 ÷ m2 ) 2 I = 0
m (ay - mz)




The numerator of the second integral in equation (34) can be written,
{ a2 m2, 2}{m az my,}2- m (az + my)b u + + m (y2 + z2)b(a2 + m 2)
(a m2) 2 1 2
= + y - m (az + my)b u + m (az + my) 7
m2b (ay - mz)
+
(a2 + m2)
{ }(a2 2+ 7 - m (az + my)b u + 7 2[m (az +my)+ b (a2 + m2) ]




2[m_=zmy_b_a2 m2_]7 + + +
2 2
a + m








The (a2 + m2) in the denominator of A and B comes from (37) which is in
the denominator of (34). From (18) and (41)
3
Ab7 +BY by [m (az my) b (a 2 m2)] [(a 2 m2) 7 2 ]+ + + + + - m (az + my)b 7
74 + b2e 2 (a2 + m2)(y2 + b2)
7 (a 2 + m2)
(a2 + m2)









-A _ + Bbel) - 1' m (az
e
.y4 + b2e 2
+ my) + b (a2 + m2)] + [(a 2 + m2) 7 2 bm (az + my)] b
(a 2 + m2)(3 ,2 + b 2)
-m (az + my)
2 2
a + m
From (39) and (40)
,_u 2 + 2bu + c = (rex - )7 )2
,p
2 (a.n - mz) 2 _ /32m2 ( D _ y) -
_2 _ bu
m (_z+ mr)l
_2 . b rl - a2 m2 ] = m [m (rex - y) - a (z -ax)]rl{a2 + m2) + [ 2y ÷ b _ _]a2+-m-' J"
m [m (tax - y) - a (z - ax)]_
2 2
a + m
m2 {ay 2 - 2_nyz + m2z 2) ÷ m2 [a (z - _x) - m (rmx
+ - •




(rex - y) - a (z - ax)] n÷m[z (z-ax)-y Crux-y)]}
y)] (a: + m>']
u+b= 7) -rex from (38) and (40).
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m (ay - mz) tan-1
2 2
a 4 m
(ay - mz) J(r._<- n )2- B2 [(an-mz) 2 + m2 (_ - y)2]
[m (rmx- y)- fl (z - ;ix)] _ + m [Z (Z- a X)- y (inx- y)]
Therefore substituting
IB'




J )2 2 + n2 _ y)2] -
m (mz - ay) tan-1 (mz - ay) (nux - n - g [(a_ - mz) 2 (
22 [ ] [ ]a +m m (_ - y) - a (z - ax) n +m z (z - ax) - y (rex- )')
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(43)
Differentiation of the indefinite integral over _1. From (33)
D
m
2 [y (mx y) z (z a:,:)] m [a (zm - - + ax) - m (_x - y)] rl
(art mz) 2 + m (r/ - y) (rex - 1/) - fl (an - mz) + m
From (24) using (35)
2
(44)
q l f12 (a2+ m2)
(rex 71 )2 f12 (at/ - mz) 2 2+m (r/ y)
2 _ g,f2d -I f g g gff'




. ](mz - ay) (rex- _j)2 _" (a_ - mz)2 m2 ( _ . y)2
= (mz - ay) 2 [( _ - r_x) - B2a (a_ - mz) - f12m2 ( n - Y)]
m (rex - y) - a (z - ax)]
{mz- ay)2 {(_- rex)2 - f12 [(a_T- mz)2 * m2 (_ o y)2]}
.f12 Cruz- ay) 2 [(a_ - mz) 2 + m2 C_ " y)2]
2
2
[m (z- ax)+ a (rex-'y)] (_- rex)
2
[m (tax- y)( n- y)- (z- ax)(an-mz)]
. f12 (mz - ay) 2 [(an- rex) 2 + m2 (T1 - y)2]
+ [a 2 (tax - y)2 + 2 am (rex - y) (z - ax) + m2 (z - ax) 2] (n - rex) 2






[(r_-y}2. Fz- ax} 2 _2 (ay-_zJ 2} [(an -mzJ 2, m2(_ - y121
{_,' - mz}
[a [z - _) -m {r_ - y)] { f n- _)Z . _2[a rn rex} - m fz
g








2 2](ay - mz) _ _x)2 fl2 [(a Tl mz) 2 + m ( _ - y)
[m (rex - y) - a (z- ax)]_ +m [z (z - ax) - y Crux - y)]
m (ay - mz) (n rex)
:_ [(a_ mz) 2- 2 2 2
- + m (_ y) ( n r_x) 2 - /32 (an - mz) 2 + m (T/
Therefore combining tel_ns in (43), (46), (47), and (48)
y)2]
(48)
• [(az * m') - fa 2 • _2, xt
(a Z* mZ) _7_*-n )Z B2 [(a _-nz) "_ • m2 ( n" y)2]
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Arranging all terms over a cotton denominator
]
J
The numerator can be written
77 2 { (a2 * m 2) [a (z ax) m (r_>(-) ,)] -(a2 ÷ m2) [a (z- ax)- m (n?(- y)] }
.. {m_az._y,[a_-_, ._C,,,,_]._a2.2, _,[, _,_,y_ z_z_]
['_ " '_1 _['_ _ _ _'1__ _ m_' _:_'m (az * my) - y) z .... m + - "
= m_ { (z- ax)[-n (az ÷ my)- (a2 . m2)z ÷ 2a [az + my]- m (ay- mz)]
+ rn (z - ax) z (az*r_,') - a ÷ ÷ _x (ay - mz)
• (mx- y)" [-y (az. my).m (y2 zZ). ax (ay- mx)]l
Z { (z ax)[-m (._ y) ay (rex y)]m " - _" °
,.._2"
* (rex-y)[-a)"(z-ax) *mz (z-ax)] } = 0
Therefore (43) is verified.
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Evaluation of the deFini._t_e_irLt_c.'!Iralover _. - Because of (4) and (6) and
analogous to the section in the evaluation of the definite integral for the
surface distributic,:l :_:"<_lrce.s, all of tile ten_ts in (43) will be zero
when _ = _3 provided t!:cdenominator of the t:m -I term is greater titan zero.
At _ = _73, using ,rr,),m_d then (5),





1 - _2 fa 2 ÷ m2)




1 - B2 (a 2 • m2)
2
2 * (Z - ax) 2 f12 [ay- mz) 2]
2
/3 2 [m (_oc - y) - a (z -ax)]
2 (a2 + m2)] [(m_x- y)2 + (z- ax) 2] + _2a2 (r_x - y)2 + B2m 2 {z - ax) 2
(S0)
+ 2 /_2am (,nx - y) (z - ax) 0 2 (ay - mz) 2
B_
,8 2 _'"[1 - (a2. m .'] [{m.x- y)2 * (z- a-x) 2]
[1- °2,] y,2.
• _2 [a Crux - y ) +
2
"I







Therefore if 1 - f12 (a2 + m2) > 0
,_mx y)2 + (z ax) 2
2 2
(ay - mz] > B]m (rex y) - a (z a_)l
and from (49)
m (rex - y) - a (z ax)]n3 + m[z (z
ax) - y (rex - y)] > o
However also,
m (rex - y) - a (z ax) = (a 2 + m2) x (my + az)
and
(a 2 + m2) x 2 - (my + az) 2 =
22






i[_2 (a2 ÷mZ)-l]x2 + Ix2 - 13 2 (y2.+ z2)] / + (ay - mz) 2 > 0
if
1 - _2 (a 2 + m2) < 0
and
X2 > _2 (y2 + z2)
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Therefore if x > 0 also
and
m (mx o y) - a (z - ax) >_0
if
5,
1 - /_2 (a 2 + m2) < 0 X2 > _2 (y2 ÷ z 2)
Therefore from (50) if 1 - f12 (a 2 + m2) < 0
-i
2
p (ay - mz)
and from (49), if x2 > f12 (y2 + z2)
-1
and therefore, using (4) and (54), the tan
7] =rl 3.
- ]ax) - y (rex - y) > 0




Therefore substituting _ = 0 into (43), and from (32),
%
\
_.¢o,z.._=_ - (='-,-,.,')x ] L,
Z (o-'=*.',,,-_) -l/I - ,_'_(=._÷,,.,')
x-,a ¢o._,--_ [ x=- #" (m'"
.f.
+ (z -=.,q ._,-_'
.-_.c,-#k _) - _(,-_k')
z @- ?,'_,.'.-'_
• (_,-_.x) - _(.-,,,-.x-:3 _
....._./
x- #'(= e._.,_)- _/[ ,. a'c=,._,)][ x'-,_'_,_'>]
cx-,_'=.e). _/(,-#'=')[x'-#'c_,_')]









-10az ay)_x 2 - fl2_v 2 + z 2)
"COal
z(z - ax) - y(mx - y)
+ (z- ax) tan "l
m(z - a.<)_x2x 2 -fl2(y 2 + z 2)




Evaluation of the velocity components. - Using the ar_mlents presented in
_ the section covering the eva]uation of the velocity components for the source
distribution, the partia] derivatives of (51) may be obtained by, differen-
tiating only the coefficients of each teITa.
, Modifications and Regions of Validity of the Velocity Potential Ftmctions
Region of validity of $ . All of the integrations li.cre performed without
regard to the existence of the limits of integration, negative square roots,
etc. Therefore the functions in (29) and (51) must be exmnined and possibly
modified for some regions of (x, y, z) space.
_T
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_ _ '( _ ""_) - 1/[ '- _'¢_', _-'>] [ x: -_' (_'. _,_]
L






H _ tma-! m_z - ax) Vx 2 - f12(y2 . z2)




F3 = tan "1 (mz - ay) V× 2 - t_2(y 2 + z2)
z(z - ax) - y(_x - y)
($6)
F6 = V1 - O2a2 2_ _-_a_._ _ _g(,__Lo.,.)t.._AE_. ,)J'" " " ' " i -
Evaluation of the tan "I functions FI and F3, - The terms FI or F3 are
always real i_iside the ,_ch cone from the origin,
': _2(y2 2)" 2 Z{ x - + , 0
{
However as the argument of these functions go to zero the _ctions nmy take
on different v__lues depending upon how zero is approached, CorrespondLug to
each of the foor quadrants, if





= i [ t_::
then




f<0 g>0 means 0 _0> _E2
f_O g<O means
/r
-2 > 0 _ -_
(57)




0 < y < mx, z > a.x




lim F3 = 7r
mz-- ay
-/r
0 <y< mx mz >ay
0 <y<mx mz < ay
(sg)
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x2 . _2(m _ _,az)]2 . [x2 _ B2(.v2 • :2}} _._2(,y2 ,, :2) . ,64{m2y2* 2a,"m/:," a2z2]
V
[x2 . 02(y2 + z2); • B211 . f12( 2 . m2)] (.y2 . z2) • _.1[o2y2 2.._'y'z+ m2z2}
" |x2 " DT(.Y2 _' z2)] * BZ[I " $12(_2 " m2)](.Y2 " z2) * B4(aY " mz)2 i
z t
× > I#_(-.%+,_)I
_-_Co._÷.,,, *) > o
For F1 the denominator is
y ICy - rex) - /_2a (ay - mz)] + (z - ax) 2
2 2
y [ 1 - fl (a 2 + m2)] - my[x -fl 2 (az +my)] + (z- ax) z
> 0 if y < 0 from (60)
2O7
Y [(y - rex) - fl2a (ay - mz)] + (z - ax) 2
•- (rex- y) 2÷ (z- ax) 2- f12 (ay - mz) 2 + _ (y - rex) - fl 2mz ( ay -mz)
" (mx - y)2 + (z - ax) 2 - fl 2 (ay - mz) 2 + mx-y - m2 {x 2 - f12z2) - O2amyz
= (rex - y)2 + (z - ax) 2 - B2 (ay - mz) 2 + my[x - B2 (az + my)J
- m2Ix 2 - 32 (y2 + z2)] >0
if x 2 - f12 (y2 + z 2) . O, y > 0 due to (SO) and (£0)
Therefore
OR
y [( y - rex) 2a (ay - mz)] * (z - ax) 2 > 0
2 2
x = B (y2 + z2) (61)
.if
1 - f12 (a 2 + m2) > 0
Therefore due to (S7) and (61)
liraF1 = 0
if
as x 2 - f12 (y2 + z 2)..0
1- fl 2 (a 2 + m2) > 0
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._r F3
• Z 2 (62)(z- ax) - y (rex- y) = y + z - x (az +my)
2 1 x 2
l,x2 . _ 2 C,(y2÷ z -_")3_. _,-_Ix - _ :. (az + _/).1 >0
if" . ........... -- -4
x2 _ #2 (y2 ÷ z 2) = O, and 1 - /_2 (a 2 + m2 >0 due to (S4c) if x > 0
E
- ::....... _ 1hereforc exmMning (29) and (5g) shows tlLat for a surface
< _i_- sof_r4_s-_or a constant pressure surface
lim _ = 0
as x 2 - /_2 (y2 + z2)--0
if
/32 (a 2 + m2)-,.0
Therefore ¢ will be continuous, as it must be, if we define




1 - _2 (a 2 + m2) > 0 and x 2 < _2 0,2 + z 2)
distrib-ution of
(63)





Supersonic leading edge and the roach cone envelope. With a supersonic
leading edge, i - _2 (a2 + m E) < 0, all functions in the equations for # _ilI
be shown to go to zero for points on the _hch cone from the origin, except for
a region on this Mach cone which borders the envelope of _Iach cones from the
supersonic leading edge. Inside this envelope of _lach cones the functions FI,
F2 and F3 will be shown to have constant values. However on the outer
boundary of this envelope of bLach cones ¢ will go to zero, and therefore all
functions may be defined to be zero outside this envelope.
The envelope of Mach cones from the leading edge is illustrated on p-29
of Re£erencc (55), The _Iach cone from any point x o, Yo' Zo can be _Titten,
)2 _,2
(X " X 0 yo)2 )2[b'- + (z - z ]O
on the leading eJge r_x
0




(lax- yo )2 = /32[m 2 (y _ yo)2 + (mz - aYo )2] (65)
=
The h_ch cone envelope is determined by the maximum values for z, at a
given x and y, obtained by a variation of y^. Therefore differentiating (65)
with respect to Yo' holding x and y constant, ana setting dz/dy ° = 0
:
gives
(rex- yo ) = fi2m2 (y - yo) + B2a (mz - ayo)
or
If Yo
YO [I - /_2 (a2 + m2)]
2
= mix- /3 (my + az)]
0 (65) and (66) give
2 2






f12 2 /32 [ x - /32my ]
y + [ B2a ]
/32 2 2 4 2 2 2 /32 in yax = /3 ay +x - 2 mxy+ /34 2 2
2 2
/34 (a 2 + m2) Y - 2B2mxy + x (1 - /32a2) = 0
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L
or, if Yo = 0
y
X
2 (a 2 + m2)
mta





B 2 (a2 + m 2)
m - a ¢,8 2 (a 2 +m 2) 1 z>O
X
y
/32 (a 2 + m2)
m+a fl2 (a2 + m 2) _ 1 z<0
For Yo > 0 we can eliminate Yo from (65) and (66).
From (65) V
]2 ]2 (a 2 + m2) Yo - 2m x - ( az + my) )To .m2ix2 2 y2.]: 0
or
8 2
82 ( y2 + z2) ]
Therefore from (66)




/?2 ( a 2 + m2) x 2 B2 42 x (az + my) _ (ay - mz) 2 + _2 (y2 + zz) = 0
and solving for x
X
(az + my) _+ _/(az + my) 2 + (a 2 + m2) [(ay - mz) 2
(a 2 + m2)
2 (y2 + z2)]
% ..... L ii7
! ± .........'/ .... :
(az+ my).* _/(ay - mz) 2 [ /9
2(a 2 + m )
(az + my) + Imz - ay I B 2
2 (a 2 + m2) _ 1]
( a2 + m2) - 1
(a2 + m 2)
If we write






2 (a 2 + m2) _ 1 [-me a _B2 (a2 +m2)-l]
:: ]




a__z (a 2 m2) [1 - /32m21
ay +
= (-a _+m
_V/B 2 (a 2 + m2) - 1)(- m+ a _/f12 [a2 + m2) -1)
= (a2+m 2) [- _2am t _/B 2 (a2+m 2) -11
Therefore use
+ for mz >ay
- for mz < ay
or
X
(az + my) + ]mz + ay I VcB2 (a 2 + m2)
(a2 + m2)
(69)
This is presented on page 29 of reference (55).
If we set
2 B2 2 z2
z = ytan0 onx = 07 + )
then
2 = B2y2x (1 + tan 2 0 )
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or
x = -_y =
cosO _Y x cos 0 (70)
Therefore (67) gives for the two points where the envelope of _ch cones
from the leading edge is on the Mach cone from the origin,
(y2 + z2) = B 2 (my + az) 2
or
1 + tan20 I = _2m2 + 2 B2am tan 0 + f12a2 tan2O
which means
V
(I - _2a2) tan 0 = B2am -+ _/B4a2m 2 - (1- B2a 23 (1- B2m 2)
or




X - 8 2 (my + az) = 0







Therefore the two points corresponding to (68) are




_2 (a2 + m 2) _ I
_a
= +
tan 82 cos 02
_f12 (a2 + m2) _ I
(73)
(assume a > 0 and e2 > 01 )
From (56) and (57) the value of F1 or F3 as we approach the bhch cone






2 2 y2 z2F 1 on x = _ ( + ) we can write
y (y - rex) - B2a (ay - mz) + (z - ax) 2 }
)=
-- (I - _2a2_. --_ + B2am tan 0 + [tanO _a




= I- 8 2 (a2 + m2) + [tan e
2
cos----e - 8m _m ÷ cose _a tan 8
= 0 if 8 = 81 , or 0 = 02 from (72) and (73)
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If we differentiate this with respect to 0 we get
dol[ JI ,a.inodO - 2 tan @ - --_ sec20 _cos 0 2
cos 8





2 (I - Ba sin e) -/_m cos 81
2 tan 8 - 2 (I
cos @ /?a sin @ - #m cos 0 ) + ,Sincos 81
From C72)
and since
1 - Ba sin 0 - Bm cos 0
0 at 0 = Ol, 0 2
and using (73) we get












and therefore using (57) if
_2 (a 2 + m2) < 0
lim
2 B2x -* (y2 + z2)
FI--.
0 0>0 2 8< O1
7r z>ax 81<0<02
- 7r z<zx 81<0< 82
(74)
For
F3 on x2 = f12 (y2 + z2)
let
D3 = z (z - ax) - y (mx - y)
2
= y (1 + tan 20) yx (m + a tan 0)
: 7
: x_
B2 1 - fl cos 0 (m + a tan 0 )
2[ ]=x B2 1 - (Bm cos 0 + _a sin 0)





= x [m sin' 0
- a cos 0 ]
2
X COS 8
13 (1 /3 2a2)
m (1 - #2a 2) tano
2
x cos 0 [ 2 2
Ia tim
#(1 - #2a 2)






x cos 0 [
0(1 - _2a23 - a [1 -
2 ]2x cos 0 (a 2 + m2)
#(1 - /32a2)
B 2 (a 2 + m2) ] * m
1 a
V/B (a 2 [ m2) -I
( a2 + m 2) -I _+m
> 0 for 02 (+ m) [see (73)]
< 0 for 01 ( - m) (assuming a > O)
m2 >a2 [fl 2 (a2 +m2) -1]
























x2 B2 0,2 + z2) -It
0 >02 0<01
mz • ay 01< 0 < 02
mz<ay 01<0<02
(76)





D3 = z (z - ax) - y (rex-y) = y xy m+







_r O<y< mx mz>ay
-_r O<y< mx mz<ay
(77)
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2 82 2To find the limi.t o[ F2 as x -- ( y
[see (53) for F2] we note tlmt
+ z2) when t-_2
lim
x 2__2 (y2 + z2)
x- _2 (my+az)
_mx-y)2 + (z-ax) 2 - 8 2 (ay-mz)
(a 2 * m2) < 0
= 1
2
Dz j{'r_ - y)2 , (z - ax) 2 - t92(ay " _.:)2J - $2(a2 * m2)x 2 * tl2(y 2 * z2) - Zxp2(r_y * az) * 2$4a_yz - _02a2)'2 - l_4ra2z2
,, LOZ(a2 ., m2) - "I] Ix 2 - p20,2 + z2)] + x2 - 2xP2(my * az) '* 2_4 ¢: + B4m2y2 ,.a4a2z 2
Ncxa
.......... i
where D3 is defined by (75).
. [pz(az • •2) - 11 [xz - pz(y2 • z2)] + (x - B2(_/, a:)]z




xz.. cyz ; zz)
t
:F2 = --0--- < O 0>0 2
" "7 .....
i




F1 - tan "1 m (z-ax) x2 - 02 02 + z 2) _ x2> _2 02 + z 2)





1 - _2 (a2 + mz) > 0




Then from (69) and (74) if
1 - _2 (a 2 . m2) < 0
and
x 2 s. O2 (a 2 + m2)
F1 = 0 0 >0 2 0 < 01
(80)
:,.j
F1 = _ sgn (z-a.x)
if 01< 0 < 0
and
(az+ my) ÷ {mz ÷ ayl V B2 (a2 +m2)














and where from (71)
01< O < O2
(az + my) + mz + ay V B 2 (a 2 + m2) -1
(a 2 + m2)
(1 - .82a 2) tan 81 q,8 (a 2 + m2) -i
(I _2a2) tan O2 = /_2am + _/2 (a2 + m2) -I
For










F2 = 0 x 2.e f12 (y2+z2) 1 - f12 (a2+m 2) > 0
= 0 x 2 _ 32 (y2+z2) 0 > 02, 0 > 01
= Tr x2,: B 2 (y2+z2) 01< 0 < 0 2 B2 (a2+m2) < 0
= 0 outside envelope of Mach cones. (82)
For
2 f12x > (y2+z2)





(mz-ay) Vx 2 - f12 (y2+z2)




0 y< O. y >rex
O< y < mx mz >ay
-_ 0 < y < mx mz <ay
and for




F3 = 0 O< 01 0 > 92
= _ mz > ay 81 < e < 82
= -_ mz < ay 81< _ < 82
= 0 outside envelope of Mach cones. (84)
Value of _ on the envelope of mach cones. For a supersonic leading edge
[1 - f12 (a2+m 2) < 0], in the region inside the envelope of mach cones from the
leading edge and outside the mach cone from the origin, we have for a surface
distribution of sources [from (29), (79), (80), and (81)]
J
r
_/f12 fa 2 + m23 . 1 Cl - f12a2) _ _ (z - ax) sgn (z - ax) Vfl 2 (a 2 +m 2) - 1 ÷ y [1 - f12a2) - m (× - fl2az)
S
- - x m ÷ a sgn (z - ax) (a2 * m2)"- I * z sgn (z - ax) 8 2 (a2 + ,n2) - 1 + y (I - f12a2) * fl2amz
x (a 2 * 2) _1 - f12a2) ÷ [_ - a sgn [z - a_) \/f12 [a 2 . m2) . lJ [z sgn (z - ax) _a2+m 2) - 1 ÷ y (1 - f12a2) ÷ fl2amz]
m- a sgn (z- ;ix) _/B 2 (a2* m2) - 1
61 - B2a 2) [ - x (a 2 + m23 + _my + ,_z) + sgn [z - ax) (mz - ay) _f12 [a 2 + m23 . i I




(my + az) + Jmz - ayt _ B2 (a 2 + m23 - 1
(a 2 + m2)
sgn (z - ax) (mz - ay) = I mz - ayl [See figure in Woodward]
Therefore on the envelope of mach cones from the leading edge
= 0
S




- - a (ay - mz) _ g2 (a 2 ÷ m2) _ 1 + m (ay - mz) sgn (mz - a),) ÷ (a 2 + m2) (z - ax) sgn Cz - ax)
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and in the region where
sgn (z- ax) = sgn (mz - ay)
+ a lmz - ay[ Vfl2(a 2 + m2) - 1 * m (ay - mz) + (a 2 + m2) (z - ax)
sgn (z - ax)
= sgn (z- ax)a [- x (a2 + m2) + (my + az] + [mz-ay[ _/p2 (a2 + m2)- 1 I
_._T
= 0 on the lines x =
..... 2 2
a +m
(my + az) + [mz - ayl _V//_2 (a 2 + m2) - 1
I
Therefore Cp = 0 on the envelope of Mach cones from the leading edge.
I
Verification of the imposed boundary conditions. Now (8) can be verified
for the case of a surface distribution of sources. From (29) and (79), on
z = ax, since the cosh-i terms are continuous
I






For (8b) using (29) and (79) and the results of 2.6
_+ pZau,












(w - w') +.BZa(u - u') = 2 %[1 - /_2a2] = 2[w + B2au] = const










f = m[z - ax)_//x 2 - B2(y2 + z 2)
g = y[(y - rex) - fl2a(ay - mz)] + (z ax)
















-amV_x 2 (1 - /32a 2) - /32y 2





8__._u= mVx2(1 - /32a 2) _2y2
l_z y(y - rex)(1 - /32a 2)
:7 ¸ : ; _:








au au and a__uu
ax' ay 8z
are continuous on S (except possibly at the edges) and therefore
and (30b) is verified.









(au v - w')






I-a(u * u') * (w + w') I
on
(z --ax) u + u' - 0
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from (51) and (79)
Mra • a 2 + n_














= 13 ÷ U
rl n

















































4aVa 2 + m2
A(___) Source Distribution! [see (86)]
VT VT =
2
4,_w •1_)2_P I 2a!_ _-1





Alternate sign choice 6f tan denominator. -
m(ay - mz) tan-1 (mz - ay)V_ - r/) 2 B2[(an _ mz)2 + m2(_/ _ y)2]
(a 2 + m2) [a(z - _x) - m(rax - y)]r/ + m[y(mx - y) - z(z - ax)]
[see (45) and note sign change of denominator and since
[a(z - ax) - m(rr_ - y)Jr/3 + m[y(mx - y) - z(z - ax)] < 0






m(ay - mz) _sgn(mz - ay)
(a2 + m2)
0 the term becomes
2
-1 (mz - ay)k/x 2 - B2(y 2 + z )
m(ay - mz) tan
2 2 [y(mx- y) - z(z - ax)]
a + m




which meansthat on mz = ay and W = 0











Subappendix A - Woodward' s Subsonic Equations
If £ (x, y, z) satisfies
(x, y, z) = 0 fl
Then we can write the solution for _(x, y, z) as
2 1 - M 2
71, _) 8---u'- av ] 4_r
where





B2n 0 0 0 1
)
= (n_,_,_) is the unit normal on S





= X 3 + ml
Y2 = Y4 : ml (x4 - x3) = rex2
z3 _ ax3 z2 --ax 2 z4 = ax 4
Surface distribution of sources. - Let fl = # and as for supersonic
flow assume that on S 41 + a2 F= (-_2a, O, i)
a) # = #,
8# 8# 2 2
b)_÷_-_- _ (F- a auD--const.
Vl+a-
the primed quantities refer to
Therefore since on S t =
z < axor E< a_
al we get
Q-- W-W ]
_(x,y, z)- ,_'- _2au " d{_
2, V )2 f12
o i


























This is the s_mle as (9) for the supersonic cuse except for the lindts,
a factor of 1/2, and the fact that _ is replaced by -_*. 'l]_erefore the
integral over _ may be performed by using the equation below (9) for the
supersonic case, and replacing = by - 2.











The second integral is the same as the first except that x, z and m are
![repi-aced by x-x%, z-z. and m I. These integrals are the same as for supersonic
" £1ow, given by _quation (2/), if B'Is replaced by- p' and a factor of I/2 is
n
2371
Whenthe limit _ = Y2 is calculated it can be seen
that it will be the same as _hen W = 0 if x, y and z are replaced by





c_.y.,,_ " -_-_-:'--2f z - ox tan-i
I * #2a2
Ffi * 112a2) - m(x , Fi2az)
2(1 * _ Zs2)_/1 ÷ _ 2 (a2 , m2) [:,., =,>3





Now we can write the result of (A4) as
!
•_(x,Y, z) - _o(X,y, z,m)-%Cx-x z,y-y2, z- z2,m)




z - z$, ml) +¢o(X - x4, 7 " M4, z - z4,5)
I
i











Constant pre z._mre_ sur L ',,-c.
= n (x, y, z) and
In (A1) we will usc u(x, y, z)
a) -u+ a__/' = 0 on S
8v 8v '
b) u - u' = const = Au on S
_ : and where S is the same as previously defined.
_-!_--_-i):_: Therefore (AI) becomes
- /3Za[x - _ ) * 02(z - a|) ]3/2 d_d_{x- _)2. #2{y. n)2 + OZ(z_ ag)
fs f . B2a (x - _ )(z - a{)
.. a....2.u _ (r - ,_ )Z_-* (z - a _)2 d_d,7
4 • ax V( x ÷ . ÷ _ )2
_ _)2 n2(3, n)2 _2(z a





Now we can write, using A P/2 q




(y . _)2 + (z - a_) z
TI 4x 3
Y2 i, _ml/..
Ap / / , O'a¢) a_a.





.The first term, except for the limits of integration and an additional factor
-of 1/2, is the same as the result for supersonic flow, which is given by the
first equation of the section covering the evaluation of the integral over _ I
for the constant pressure surface, with-_ in place of _: Therefore, as in
the case of a constant distribution of sohrqes, wet can use the supersonic
, result for subsonic flow zf m substitute.-IB for _.
I
i
:, The second integral is new and does not occur for supersonic flcu.,
;'I%d.m_t4qpr_ wlZl new be evml_ted. ,/
!
r (z-
. )21 a()de 1 . )2 '
Therc£ore


















When'this is evaluated at
_P
_oo(x, y, z, m) - 8_q a
n = 0 we get Prom (AT), (Ag), and (AIo)
-m(az +my)[llog(y2 + z2) . 1](a 2 + m2)
. m(mz - ay) tan-1 (mz - ay)m
(a2 +m 2) -a(m - ay) - (a2 +m2)y
(mli
Since all of the terms in (AIO) may be written using only the variables,
(rex- y), (z - ax), m, and( _ - y), the additional term which must be added
for subsonic flow is,
,i (x,y, z) - %o(X'y, z,m) - %o(X - x2,y - Y2'z - z2,m)
-_c¢ (x" x3' Y" Y3' z- z3, m1)






Therefore us-;,n; r_,_,,, _c ---.,.,, )n2te.:
^p " 4 " 2 (y2t _"" * my) " x 2 2




.za(ay - mz) ,_ + ,, 2(2
(a 2 + ra2) "
2.
* m j log
[v_7_._ao..n{,'_%..e)]' + [ ,,.,,¢¢,,,,..,.._>1
. .m(r,_z - _ tan-1
2 2
g +m
(mz - ay) Vx 2 + is2(y2 + z 2)
z{z - ax) yOax- y)
+ Cz - _x) tan -1 m(z - ax)Vx 2 + B2(y2 + z2)
,.)
y[Cy rex)+o -aC_y mz)]+ {z ax)-_
i
= y41 + _'2a2 _Iog
2
mCmz - ay) tan'l _ _ {mz - ay)m










,'" ' ,i_. (._ _,_.
_J







_[) _ - _,]
(_ + _')
")_k _ "V_ "_'-) _ _ --




,VfX__ "t ,_ -f
÷




To evaluate the additi;;.._.; °c,z_rt _l' a.a a--o, we must combine points l
and 3 and 2 mid 4 froin (AIS!
f h 3lira i a::*z:> 2 2)
- "- _,, 7 ]1"5- Io. "..... ! +
a-* o [ n. ,.'. -' .,
a(z-ax3) +rely 2)_11ml [} log (y2+(z-ax3)
. .. ax3l-ay
mz-ay tan-] mz-;_., .._ _"I I-c- "
m - (my_::::) :r!1
-1 m(l_)-aY






_ a__z+ az 1 !c,g _,,,"+:. 3 -i
m
t.









8=q_ m m I
where we have used
} log (y2+z2) _ [ (mXm-y)








Since we dan write
tan-1 z -1 -y -1 y




Therefore if we let
,oo ,.z.o,.,,,.°--'',o""+zm''-:,o,I
Then s_ce r(_-y) will cancel for a complete panel,
{A15}
lim . ^
a--*O 9 (x,y)z) = _bO0 (x)y)z,m) - _00 (X'X2) Y-Y2' z,m)
' -_.oo (x-x_, y,z,m 1) + _oo (x-x4' Y-Y4"z'ml _
i
...... , . j
And therefore for Subsonicflowwith a = 0
t
O(x,y,z) = _ (rex-y)tan _ x
y 0'"_1 * ,2 - g log _ (yz+zz). x





•,,_ i+ .y)tan"IZ +g log (:y2+z)
' i 4.1--: ..........
!

















2)[x2+f12 z2)]. Cx+B%)" _ log +
2 _ [x2÷f12 (Y2÷z2); - (x+_y)
_._2 ' -
'log (Y2+z2) :+ x
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If we set a = o in (AI0), the additional term which occurs in subsonic












- m _log n-Y + z2 z
Y2
{)




z _ y tan-1 z }= -_ log (y2 . zz) -m 7
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2 y°lx3t _l llog (y +z ) - ml
!
17-1-:,_-l;,,,i? :_ z ta_-i z ]" , ,. + Z ] - In -'_'_
-i_ i
-2=-71-1..og ( (:<-yQ" + :."l Y+mlx3 -I z
_ -- ml - tan (y_-_2)
_ log (y2+z2) + (rex-y) tan -1
ml _- log (y2+z2) + [m1 (x_x3)_y ] tan-1 ._z
-y
11,




_- log [(y-y2) 2 + z2l + [m.1 (x-x4)]- (Y-Y4) tan" 1 z
The above is true since
Y2 = rex2
Y4 : Y2 = ml (x4"x3)
°_olivaz. ,, .
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Therefore, analogous to (AI4) or (AI8) when a = o
OO
(x,y,Z) = -Ap. (rex-y) tan -1
_Trq_m
z + z log (y2+z2) 1
-y 2
which is equivalent to [AI8] since we can replace
.... L
tan-I __z by _ + tan -I y or by tan -I y
-y z z




Z_ ax = 0




v I v I --- =K a
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, K
V - V = --
2 2 a
-a am m





a (a2+m 2] 1/2
J
L1 = Yo
L2 = Yo (a2+m2)I/2 im
, + , 1 1(v _v1 1
Point Source at _, n,_




Doublet at _, 71,g in e direction
_{x,y,z) _ [ A ]=e'v_ _7
2 O_ 8 __ 8_
V/_ = .8 "_ e_ + _--_ e.rl +_'_ e_ ,
If we integrate a row of these doublets in the direction of e we get a









= ,*A (z-t) If, x-_ o .}, A aZa
4, l_.a2 ,y.,)2 (z ,)2 ,_(X,o)Z ÷_, (y,)Z _ (zt)Z 4, l_+az _X,o)Z._z (y,)z _z (z,)z,
\
V
If we integrate this over S we obtain (AFT). Therefore (A17) corresponds
to a volume of doublets which means there will be a surface of sinks on one




WAGNER'S LIFTING SURFACE EQUATIONS
B





oCx,y,z) = v,_ z k (x',y')
S 4_'[(y-y')2+ z 2]
1 +
X - X t












y' = -2 _'b
x' - x v (n')
xh (n') - xv On')
X ! I_:













f I 2 2
o (y-:.'b) +_ 1 ÷[ x - ×v(n ') -X-Xv(;.')-_'c(,7')]z
_' c(rj') [d (]'dn'
1 2
i_-_c, =.....Now if we define
i :












x -Xv(n')- 4' c(n')
1 2x- Xv(,_') - /_'c(_')]2 .,-(), _ g-n'b) + z2
z_ (x,y,z,n')






(x,y,z, ,7,) . _ (x,y,o, ,7,) + o (z z)

















(x,y, z) : _(_,n) I,
1
.__ 8 f _'g(,_,n, rj')
1 lim _ J : 2 2 tin'
(7)
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8 7' ]Nowintegrate (6) by parts Provided _ g (_, _, ) is continuous
u : g (_,n, _')
_d_'
dv =
(_, _ _)2 + _2
du = , g ( _, r_, N')
8_
-i
v = - tall
_]w -r]
1
/ { ,_g(_,n, d_
-1 (_' -r# + t
-1












where thefact that g( _ ,% +1) = O, because the loading goes to zero at
_' - +_i,was used and since
-I _ :sgn _ _' - _ < 0
lira tan ,. =






















1 ._ 8n' g(_,n,n')
]2_ _'
-1
, t¸_ f g(_2,n, n') dR
-1 .( n'- n) 2
8
If 8_' g( _' n, n') is not continuous we define
-I
___g!._,n, p_'.) an'-. _1
(._ __)2 +t2 2_
1




cCn') , ,),y, ,)b k'[x,(_'_ Cn ] -
N





















X - x (77') _ 'C(_7') b_ t
i ÷ -'----- V







Ix-x( n ') ]2
V L_c_'_- _'] + (,7- ,7')c( n ')
d_' CIS)
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and from (S) _,.J
i ÷






Now, from (7), for any g C _, w, n ') differentiable or not we can write
1
---lira _ j ,_ d_l'
z
2_-'0 -i (n n) 2 + _2
N 1










Hn(_ n,_) "_ fn(n i:fn(n')Kn(_ ,n, n')
' (_-n') d_' + :lira--0 (n'-n)2 + _2 dn'
1262
8
where if _ , K ( _, 17, 11') is continuous, using (11) and (12)
a, ')Kn( _, n, ,7')
8 fn ( )K( ( ,n, )
lira 8-"_ [0,_rl)2+ _;2 d ' = (r/-0 )
¢--0 -I -I
d_'
since f (+1) = 0
....... n
NOW referring tO (15), let
1
f (n') Kn (t, n, n')n dr/'
-i ( _' _ )2
(19)
1:: 72_ i'51
_. _ i 1
H (p,q) hn(_') 1 4.
(P- _')
V(P- _')2 + q2
2]ten, from (B5) for small (P-Po) and small q Po _ 0,I
HnCp,q) = _nCPo,0) + 2 hCP) CP-Po) h_(Po) q2 ln lql (20)





XvCn) + _c(n) -%(n')
c(n')
* i







Then for (r_, - _) << 1
a [x(_) - _ c(_) - xv( _')] lb (_"")2 -P- P = -- - (_")7) --- " c(r_)
o a_' c()7') _,=_
tan
(21a)
where we have defined @ ( _, 7)) as the sweep of the constant percent chord
lines
c())__ o [.xv(n)Ic(n) x(_')]
i b a_, c(n')
2
(22)




H (_,_, '_') = H
n_ n (_,)),n)-2 c(n)
[½ .I'b ( n'-n)'(_)ha c(,7) in 11 I_-b (_'- n)
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Then for small (_'-n) and _ _ 0,I
K(f 7) rJ')--2 L __(_ jl%(_)t_o-h_(¢) L:_4_ inn c _) j
(23)
For _ = 0, from (C2)
n(P'q) --_(0,0) +
(
8 cos2_ i]. ./ 2 2_I/4 1 _ / 2 213/4l(_)Ip Tq ] . - _ (l+4n+4n")I2(_)U) +q ,
where I,(_) and I2(_ ) are defined in (C3) and C4) and
: tan-1 Z__p
q
V At the leading edge P = 0 and, from (21a)O
1 7],
_-b ( -,_)
-P = c(_?) tan CL.E. = q tan CL.E.
m_d therefore
p2 + q2 =
1






tan -I [tan @L.E.] = @L.E. q > 0 or (rl'-rl) > 0
Therefore for
:r + CL.E. (7/,- W) < 0
-p
(rl'-rl) << 1
Kn(O, n, ,7,) =
where
b 11,1,- ri [ 1 (l+4n+4n 2) _2 ( ¢ ) b [ 17, - _ I1 (_) c(n ) - g c(,7)
(24)
8 loose I 3/2
q'l (_) = 7r Ii(¢)
81cos 0l 1/2
'#2( ¢ ) = 3= I2 ( ¢ )
and
¢ = CL.E. (n'-n) • 0
¢ . ,r+ CL.E. (_I'-_I) < 6
Using a similar analysis for the trailing edge, _ - I, we get
K (I, r), r)')
n
lib,2 In'-nl]';i":(-1) n _o2(9 ) (1 + 2n) [ c(.) (_'-_) << i (25)
= CT.E. + _ (n'-O) > 0
¢ = ¢ (n'-n) < 0T.E.
For _ : 0
o,. Kn (_.,.)
W
is not continuous at _ ' - _ due to the term involving ( _ '- _ )1/2
Therefore, referring to (18), we must evaluate
I /Tf ( rl')Kn(0 , r), r)')lim _ n
. )2 2
_-*0 -I (_'-_ +
d_'










1_;£n( n')K(0, n, _I')
d_'
B f11+6
= li_ "_'-I _
:fn( n')KnC0,,7, v,)
2 ¢2(_'- _) +
÷fn-6 / i _C,')KCO, ,7 ,7')
_C ,;')_CO, 7, ,_')




The only term in Kn(O, n, _') which causes trouble is the term
1 ]1/2
b (n'- _)
_1 ( CL.E. ) c(n )
V
and if 8 is small enough we can approximate fn(n') by fn( n )
Therefore we must evaluate the following expressions
jo('_ "¢7fo _1__47- ,is. 47 _ .,rCS2 + {:2 s2 + 1
-4T
s + 1 s 2 + 1
s-3/2 1 1












-2 + 6 ;_" I!), ,, ; i
6
8_o S2 2
Subappendices E and F consider the case where g(_ , )7, _') is considered
to be a function of _, as in (3), but the expression (26a) is still
infinite.
If tan _ is not continuous at some D = _)' then, from (23) and (18)







will give a logarithmic infinity. If tan _ is continuous the first term of
(23) will give an odd function of ( _'- _ ) which will give a finite value in
the Cauchy principle value sense. Therefore kinks or cranks in the planform
cannot be permitted because discontinuities in the angles of the constant per-
cent chord lines will result. In fact subappendix G of this _ppendix shows
that a logarithmic infinity occurs if the leading edge kink is considered as
the limit of a hyperbola whose radius of curvature goes to zero. If the term
in (18) involving tan # isneglected for small [_'-_), this has the effect
of rounding t_e constant percent chord lines.
%
NOW let _' --cos 8' and
M





Sm (e') =_-_ sin_ 8m sin_ 8' =
_=I 1 (-i)m+l sin om sin(M+l) 0'




m M+I discrete points
Now the first part of (18) may be performed in closed form
1 Ofn(_') M
I__/ an' dn, = I f b









I I (-i)v+m sin 0m





Referring to (18), (19), (26), and (27% we define
A
npvp I lira -_-[-J_ gKn (_P' _Iv,r_')
......... _ |
-2---; :--o (_,,_,,,)2 2 d+t,










p' '_v' ,1') _ cos q ._']
d_' (31)
1 -_v6
+ 2 cos 0 771(O)
¸of'[ ]1 p ,-,7,,-6 _ _ ''. '11(e) _ _°_-I'71(0)4-
[%- nit0)] 2
sin 0 dO









n' * nz(o) = z











[,,,- ',z( oi)] z
0 = i______ (32) ;
i M2+I
Therefore referring to (181, (191, (261, (281, (291, (30), (311, (32)
N M
°tC_Sp'rlv) = E _ fnm[I'lnpvwbvm+ _mAnpvp+ Bnpvm
n=O m=l
+ Cnpvm ]
which is a set of linear equations to be solved for f
nm
p * .0,I, .... , N
v . 1,2, .... , M
M x (N+I)
Hpv v " Hn (_p, 71v, vlv)














-Z (n '-'a) _ ' z"
1 [ )2 z2 ]





If F(_') is differentiable at _'
we can write
d_'





-,73 [FC,7'3 - FC,73]
2 _2(n'-_) + _
d _'
fl+ limz--O -I




:r/ then F(_/') -F(_) = O(_'-r/) and
z±± )
7 7








dN' + f F(q') - F(7)
-1 ( r/'- rl)
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Therefore





Hn (P,q) : _c%,oj.,..t n
where C is a contour integral ia t1,.• p, i plane from (Po' 0 to Ip, q)





\/ 2 q2(P- _') +
d_'
0p
_o I 2(p - _')2 +
if
we can write




















V(p_ _,)2 + q2
_'=i + 0(q 2)
I'=0
',.._j
lira B-B-ffp%(p,q] = 2 h (P) P # 0,1
q--O n
(B3]
_TB Hn(p,q] ,, ..q hn( /_'] (P- _]')213/2 d _]'(p_ _,)2 +
now write (P # 0,I) hn(_') = hn(P) - h'n CP)(P - _') + rn( _')(P- _'3
276
<.;
Then as q -- 0
q_o I
(p-_')
(p_ _,)2 + q2]3/2
d _' = [_p_,_2+q21312OCq)
0
...... q fo I rn ( _,)(p_ _,)3









V(p_ 1_,)2 + q2
+ log
f
P ÷ log [(l-P) *
2
*q




" O(q) - q log - 1 +
q_N





Therefore as q -) 0
Hn (P'q) = 2 h' (P) q In Iql + 0(q) (B4)aq n
"-,.._.y
and since hn(P) and h'n(P ) are slowly varying for p / 0,1 referring to (B1)
and using (B3) and (B4) for (P-Po) << 1 and q << 1
P_" _n (P'q) dP8-P'_na (p,q) d = _-_a
Po
= 2 hn(Po)(p-po )
and
q(p,q) dq = - 2 h' (p) q In q dq = - h'n o n (p_q2 In q
or to lowest order in p-po and q (for Po # 0,1)
_n(p,q) = _n(Po,O) + 2 hn(Po)(P-P o) h,n(Po ) q2 In q (B5)
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Subappendix C
--of.I I_n(P'q) hn (_') I + (P- -_')- + 2, _,)2 q d_'
LeadinK_E_ Let




_-P# - tan -1
, q
and introduce a change of variables
• g, = sin2a
d_'- - 2 sina cos a da
±
279
h n (sin2a) -" h n (1 - cos Za) " (2a) -- F sin 2a
i ÷
P _' ] = 1 + . " ( 62 sin _ + sin 2 a)
V 2 gs 62 ~ 2 4(p_ _,j2 + q in4a + 2 sin # sin a + 6
and




- (6 2 sin _ + sin 2 a) _, cos (2n+l)acos ad.
_sin4a + 2 6 2 sin ; sin2a + 6 4 J
- Z sin _" cos [(2n+l) a] cos a da
_sin4a * 2 62 sin _sin 2 64÷
d_
}o_ T 2_ sin _ sin2 (6
+4 [4 a+82]
2 sin_ + sin 2a) cos [.(2n+!) a] cosa da




. 8 63 cos2 cos [(2n+l)a] cosa sin2a da
• [ ]sin4a + 2 62 sin _sin2a + 64 3/2
0
as _ -- 0 the only portion of the integrand which is important is in the
region of a - 0
280
Therefore let x = sino dx = cos_ d_ and expand
[ ']cos [(2n+!) _] = cos (2n+l) (ix - _-)
1 2 2
= 1 - _- (2n+l) x
2
= 1 - 2-_-(I + 4n +
2
Therefore to first order in x
1 x 2
2 1 _-- (I + 4n + 4n2) x
Ix4+ 262x2 sin _+ 64]3/2
_Hn 8 65 cos(6,_) cbc
4n 2) + O(X 4)
1 1
r' 1+ + x4 dx2 . (i 4n 4n 2)8 cos 2 x dx 62
= _ Ix4 + 2x2 sin_+ 1]3/2 2--J0 IX4 + 2x2 sin_ + 1]3/2
Since





[x4 2x2 ~ ]+ sin _+ i
+ oc63)
•281
Near _i= 0 we can say
oS [ 62x2 ' ]
x 2 1 - (1 + 4n + 4n 2)
= _ " Ix 4 + 2x2 sin _ + 1] 3/2 dx + 0{6 3)
integrating from 0 to 6 .we get
























[x4 + 2x 2 sin_+ 1]
- sin_







(x:3 + x sin%') dx
ix 4 2x2 ~ ]3/2÷ sin_+ 1
2
m
_x 4 + 2x2 sin _'+ 1
,, - sin_' Ii(_')
dx









p -- i 62 sin 0
62q = cos 0
or
and change variables in (DI)
V 262 = (I -p)2 + q




_' sin 2-- e
dE' = 2 sine cose do"
(sin 2 2 cos (2n + 1) eh n e) " _" sine





2 62cos v - sin 0
V(cos2_ -62 sin 0) 2 + 64 cos2e
cos (2n ÷ ])a coso' do"
_ O2sin 2 a sin O
Gn4a - 262 sin2¢ sinO * 64
" sin [(2n + ])2] sin [(2n + l)_] " ('l)n'l sin [(2n " I) _]
The differentiation of the integrand with respect to 6 may be performed easily
if it is compared with the leading edge case.
._.
_ _ da
(-I)n 863 cos20 _ /sin [(2n + l) a ] sin 3
sin4a - 262 sin 0 sin 2 64 3/2O" +
" " C5
Changing variables of integration once again
X = sina
L
dX _" COSO" d
sin [(2n + i) a] -- (I + 2n)x + O(x 3)
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and
_-_6H(8,0) = (-1) n (1+ 2n)
4
dx
2 _4] 3/2x sin 0 +
M..]






2 x sin0 + lJ
+ O (5 4)
where
= .(-1) n (1 + 2n)
852 cos20





+ 2 x sin 0 + i]
(D4)
and integrating from 0 to 6 we get









Suppose that k(x', y') may be written (as before)
where










+ cos (n + 1)_ ] 2 cos n + 1
, :-_)












and from (3), (2) and (7) with _ kept in g
_,(x,y, z) = _(/j,n,J;) --
1
lim -I 8 l





_;__(_. ,7, _', _;)
)2 _2 d_'(_ - 17 +
(n'-n3 +
where











z (n - n') _bXv(n)+ _c[n)- %[n9 -_' +
d,P







2 _2VCp _ g,]2 + q +
d_'
For small -- ?Iv - ?]
V p-p o
1
_b (._' - n)
c[n) tan ¢




















L_eadini Edge, Po = 0, ¢ = CLE = leading edge sweep





(0' - _I) 2
2I
c(,7)J
Therefore at the leading edge since
LE rt > _I
CLE + _
V
(o, n, .', t) "=
n 8(1 . $_2 SLE sin2 0) J 1 2)12 3 t
i1 (),_) [pZ.,qZ. _2I_.!(l.4n ÷an (_. _) (r2 ,z _2]T
r_ 1' '8(1 - sin 2 e sin 2 ¢ ) I1 (#, 0) cos-_O Lc(n}JT
- _'(l * 4n + 4n 12 (_) _} _ +
29O
sin _p !
2 In - nl l ut2+q =
Vp 2 _2 _ - + cos _ _u + cos _2 ÷ q + _, _)2 _2 2 2 2
where
= rl' - 17
u _.
letting s = 71' _ we must evaluate an expression of the form
2
1




_--o . u ÷ I
Ik_--o _ Zu ÷I
11 (_m
"(1 - sin 2 _I_. sin2 [ ($LE' _) ÷ I1 (eL£


















/ 211 (_,#) = x dx
o [x4 ]3/2+ 2x 2 sin _sin _ + 1











2 _2(p. _,)2 + q +
LeadinE ed_.e) let
P = -62 sin _ sin
A
q = 82 cos 0 sin
= 8 2 cos
= _p 2 _262 2+q +
= tan -1 -P
q
2-i p2 + q
= tan
introduce a change of variables in the integral
2
_' = sin




(sin 2 _r) 2 cos 2n cr + cos 2(n + 1)¢(2_) : -7r sin 20"
2 cos [(2n + I) - l](r + cos [(2n
ir
2 sincr cos ¢




1 4. (p - 1,3





• ° 4 /"
J
0
]+ . [_2 $i71 _ sJ.n _ + sln2(T ]
qsin4¢ + 28 Z sin _ sin # sin2¢ +64






- 2a sinCsin t cos [(zn* I)=] cos_a¢
_/sin4e + Z 8 Z sin _ sin _ sinZe + 84
+ 4 ,f
0
[ ; •./B sln_ sin _ sln2m .6 2 (j2 sin _ sin _ + sln1_) cos [(:'n ÷ i)¢] cos _ de




• [sin4e + 2 ,q2 sln_ sin _b sin2(r +
Z94
as 6 -.o the only portion of the integrand which is important is in the region
of a= o.
Therefore let x : sin 0", _ = CO,SO" da and expand
1 2
= 1 -_(2n+ 1)2 x
2
X
1 --_ (I + 4n + 4n2) + O(x 4)
2
Therefore to first order in x
._ _ C8,_, $)
1[.2 ]
1
,ci ,i 2,1r :2s n, 2dx
. -_- (1 + 4n + 4n2)
[ ]"_o x4 *.2 x2 sin_ sin $ . 1
($. _, #) " _n [o, _, #).8. Cl - sin z _ sl.z _) I1 (_, ll) 8- _ (I * 411+ 4n2) 12 [|, #) 0 3
(ix + 0(8 3)




_n (p, q, _') - 1In (o, o, o) ÷
whe r e
8 (1 - sin2_ sin z @) TI (_, ¢) p2 q2 + _2 4 ]r + - _- (I + 4n ÷ 4n 2) T2 (_, ¢) (p2 . q2 + _2)
(C2)








0 IX4 + 2 sin _ sin @ + 1]
(C3)
12 (¢, @) :











sin ¢ sin ¢
-p
mm




_n (p'q) = _n
Subappendix G
(Po,0) + 2 hn (po) (p -po ) - h'n (Po) q2 in lq I
Hyperbolic leading and trailing edges, constant chord.
C




2 tan 2 o ]
2 tan 2 0





P Po - tan8 r)'2 + P tan 2(9
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Therefore from (15) and (20), for small n'
S (_,0 n') - H (_,0,0)
n _ n n
2 + p2 tan 2 8 - ptan 8 ]
:±
+ h' (_) _,2 In[n'l
n
Therefore referring to (17) and (18) we must evaluate
6









2 _ tan-1 _
0
,, /7 log [d+_/62+a 2] +
_/a 2_ /72 6_/a 2_ /72 a




f _ v/s 2 ÷ a z - alira lim --- "_ ds -a--O _ --0 s2 + "
0
and since a = p tan O, there is a logarithmic infinity as the radius of curva-










2 2u 2uvi ÷ (].iv. 2
2 2
= = U - v - 2uvi (2)
Therefore;
Fx - iF 1 f),=70
C






2mrdx - (u 2 - v Z) dy] (4]
iF
_m _ mpy 2 f
C
[2uvdy+ (u 2- v 2) dx] (s)
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Since all of the singularities are on the chordal plane, for the panels,
equations (4) and (5) reduce to;
No
]
F:- z(uVx iu vL) xi




= L, V "
Fy 0/2 i u. a
i=1 i i z
([7)
where the subscripts u and L indicate upper and lower surfaces,
respectively.


































Fx = - p V _sin_ _.
i=i
F. = - Lsin_
1
(13)
where L is the lift and r = TAx is the local vortex strength.




cos _ = L COS (14)
which demonstrates that the discrete vortex lattice always gives the correct
chord force Fx and normal force Fy, provided the correct circulations is
obtained.
Similarly, for the two-dimensional thickness case;
N,
l
. i _. _'K














E i E K












Y. . oE i
i--i
if the airfoil is closed.
Also; Fy : 0 from equation (7), (15), (16), and (17). This demonstrates that
the discrete source lattice also gives the correct chord force Fx and normal
force Fy.
The above equations can be generalized to compute the section-potential
form drag on a finite wing due to lift and thickness by evaluating the compo-
nent of force in the free stream direction and by using the three dimensional
influence equations.
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The section potential form drag due to lift is computed as follows;
N,
1
. = -p _ riw i (20)
1
i-I
where i is s_ed over the section of the panel and wi is the total veloc-
ity normal to the panel chordal surface at the quarter chord of the ith sub-
panel. The section induced drag coefficient





i . _ 2AR _ (21)
CAVG. b
i=l
If wi is computed at the three-quarter chord of the ith subpanel,
instead of the quarter chord of the ith subpanel as is done in equation
the section zero percent suction drag coefficient
(21),
CAVG.
is obtained. The section leading edge thrust coefficient (CT C)/(CAvG.) is
equal to;









• \ v®/Zi (z3)
i i--I i--I
where i is summed over the section for both the quarter and three-quarter
chord stations of each subpanel. _i and ui are the source strength and
total velocity in the free stream direction, respectively, at either the





is then given by;




_I + tan 2Ai (24)
i=l
For the special case where the chordal surfaces of the panels are planar
and parallel to each other the integral of the section induced drag
over the span can be shown to be identical with the value of induced drag as
computed in the far field, provided all of the lifting elements (bound
vortices) are parallel and the lateral widths of the horseshoe vortices are
equal for the complete system.
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XjK ,, xj - xK
YjK " (Yj - YK)
306
(XK, YK) is the influencing point
(X., Y.) :is th',"noin! begng influence,d
J
Yv is h_ill of ;.,_%:an,,..se spacing
T "s the tane_,.qto£ tSc vortex line sweep
:92 'S i-'_.2_,.
Equation [26j can be b.i,!:i i_Lto tv_ pa_.s; that clue to the near field
stagger of .he ]i¢tin._,ie].c_7.:_.t,m:J that due to the li._aitof integration at
infinity,
Therefore;
[ sjk]= + z (2734_ "jK
jK
The contribution to equation (26) from the near field limits of integration or
lifting element stagger is given bY ESjK,
B2y_. ÷ 'IX.... ÷ (T 2 +/3 2 ) Yv
ES, K (XjK . TYjK) _: '21 .2(YjK J2
, .,. _ Cr2 + ;32) y_fl'Yj K TXjK
'1
' XjK " TYv [
{YjK " Y/.,) ,_(XjK " "l"Yv)z÷ B2 (YjK "Yv) 2 /
(28)
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That due to the limits of integration at infinity is given by E_ jK
1 1 }E = Yj + Yv Y" - Yv
_jK K 3K
(29)
The contribution to the total drag CDi, given by equation (25), from ESjK is
seen to be exactly zero for all planar wings and loadings provided both,
T and Yu are constant everywhere on the wing. This is due to the fact that
there is no contribution to the drag from ESjK when Xjj --Yjj = 0 or when
XKK= YKK = 0 due to taking the Cauchy principal value. Also, when j # K
the drag from ESjK is zero because the mutual interference drag due to the
stagger is zero. This is seen by interchanging the influencing point and the









; Yj - Yvj-i = jK Yv K
(30)
(Zl)
This equation is identical to that obtained from the standard Trefftz
plane analysis. From reference (47);
.!ff ..Di = ---_- ¢--_-_-dS (32)
where ¢ is the velocity potential in the far field.
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/'-" .
In the case o: a planar wing the vorticity trace in the Trefftz plane can
be replaced by a slit and equation (32) replaced by;
8¢
_CY3_F _) dv (33)
where
a_2 i__
aN (Y)= ; 2 7c b/2 d K (35)




and Ni is the number of vortices per chord. Also;
where Nn
NN
a_ 1 _[ (Vj)n( :"_'_)=i _ Y- Yn-t'yl,.
n=l
is the number of vortices per span.
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(37)
After substituting equations (34), (35), (36), and (37) into equation (33)
and letting N = Nix Nn;
N N
D. = AY.
i YK + Y" _ YK - y Jj=l = j Yv
(38)
Since AYj = b/2 Aqj
N N
m j=l K--I )
which is the same as equation (31).
The far field calculation of induced drag for a complete Configuration
composed of lifting bodies and thick lifting panels is done by representing
the wake, from all of the bodies and panels, by an equivalent horseshoe vortex
system where the bound segment of the horseshoe vortex is tangent to the trace
of the wake in the Trefftz plane and the trailing legs are in the free stream
direction. The section drag associated with the equivalent system, which in








where Tyj and TZj are components of the unit vector tangent to the trace of
the wake at the j th section.
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N';--' Kk (V." Z E
i'-= l .;
(43)




where TYk and TZk are the components of the unit vector tangent to the
trace of the wake at Kth station. Also, _'k and NZk are components
of the unit vector normal to the trace of the wake at the Kth section. N is




=- 2 - + IaSk)z gjkz - 1 2 (4s)E%k Zjk + O jk _ + (Yjk" 7 &Sk)
where
-- 1 AS kYjk " - 1 as kYjk +2"
= - 2 - . l_Sk)2 " - 2 + 1ASk)2 (46)g"Jk Zjk + (Yjk 2 Zjk + (Sk _"
i
Yjk = (Yk - Yj) NZk (Z k - Zj) NYk
Zjk =- (Yk " Yj) TZk + (Zk - Zj) TYk






d. = pcvi%Tz - w.rT ) As.
J j 3 JY.j J
the total configuration induced drag is then given by;
# N N ((EvjkTy k EWj TZJ





EWjkNY k) TZj " ,'
(49)
(50)
- (E T_. +E N ) )ASjVJ k Zk WJk Zk Tyj (51)
NOTE; For the planar wing equation (51) reduces to
CDi : 2do2 j=l k=l jk
(52)
_1)1 =_-b j._l k=l (_-_)j(.Y;k _ yv Yjk yu A_.j (53)
which is the same as equations (31) and (30). This demonstrates that the same
induced drag is obtained whether the equality of work and kinetic-energy
increment, the equivalamt far field horseshoe system, or the near field horse-
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